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ABSTRACT
Co loniza tio n of insu lar Newfo und land by coyotes (Callis lutransi co inc ided wi th
declin es in woodl and caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou s populations, ge nerating publ ic
outcry to reduce coyo te predation on th is iconic spec ies . My research was focused on the
Maritim e Barrens Eco rcgio n of ewfo undland, whic h is more akin to an arctic habi tat
than the desert. plain s. or for est habit ats typica lly occ upied by coyo tes . I inve st igated both
habit at assoc iations and spatial stability of coyotes in relati on to short-distance migratory
carib ou. I co mpared efficacy betw een stat istical andalgorithmi cspatia l models incorpor -
ating relativel y static hab itat and environmental data for predi ctin g pattern s o f use. Th e
algorithmic model was superior for pred ictin g future use with the limited background
data. How ever. the best pred ict ive model showed substantia l individua l variation. pos-
si bly re flectin g local ava ilab ility o f food resour ces emphas izing the need to co llect these
data. Coyo te hom e ranges were relatively static across seasons and years . Ove ra ll coyo tes
appeare d to exhibit ada ptive and opportunistic behaviour commo n throughout the specie s
range.
Keywords: boos ted regress ion trees: Callis latrans: coyote: geogra phic inform ation
sys tem: G loba l Position ing Sys tem: Maritim e Barrens Ecoreg ion: mixed-effec ts mod el :
New lound land: reso urcese lection mode l
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1. Eastern Coyote
Coyo tes (Ca llis latransv are poss ibly the most thoro ugh ly studied carn ivores in
Nor th Ame rica (Voigt and Berg 1987: Bekoff and Gese 2003) . Wh ile much of this re-
searc h has been co nducted in wes te rn desert . mount ain , and plain s habit at, there has bee n
substantial resear ch follow ing coyo te range expan sion eas twar d across the continenL It is
well docum ent ed that the coyo te niche differs both in eas tern popul ations (Parker 1995;
Go mpper 2002) and in the absen ce o f wo lves (Bekoffand Gese 2003; Berger and Gese
2007). Most o f the research in eastern coyo te range has occurred in areas where wolves
are in low density or abse nt. as is the case for my research in ins ular Newfo undland. Eas t-
ern coyo tes are co ns idered distin ct from wes tern popul at ions in both ge netic make-up ,
which has led to increase d body size and possibl y the ab ility to hunt larger prey (Kays et
al, 20 I0), and eco log ica l ro le as a preda tor/scave nger of larger mam ma ls (Harriso n
1992). A lthoug h eas tern coyotes typica lly represent the largest ca nine preda tor on the
landscape. they are not the functio na l eco log ica l equiva lent of wo lves (Cre te £'1 al. 2001) .
Eas terncoyotes do notshowconsiste nt prefe rencefor partic ular habitats . butanthro po -
ge nic land scapes tend to be more produ cti ve and occ upied in greater density than for ested
areas (Ray 2000: Go mpper 2002) . Co mmunity-leve l effec ts foll ow ing coyote co loniza-
tion can befar-r eachin g (Gompp cr 2002).
Th c coyotcsinhnbilin gnorth enstcrnNorth Amcri ca nrea gencticall ydistin clpop-
ulation segm entdcscendcd from d isperse rs lhal immigraled northo f lhcGreatLakes
from western portions of the continent over the course of the past century (Kays et al,
2010). Parker ( 1995) outlined the colonization history oft he species through the mid-
western states and Ontario. and into ew England and the Maritime provinces. The final
major hurdle in the eastward colonization was cleared in the mid-1980s when the first
coyotes reached the island of Newfoundland. purportedly crossing Cabot Strait over sea
ice (Moore and Parker 1992). The first confirmation of breeding success on the island
was a juvenile coyote killed by a vehicle near Deer Lake in 1987. Northward colonization
of the continent continues (Chubbs and Phillips 2002. 2005:C lulT2006). thoughata
slower rate. likclydu e to the continued presence of wolvcs and lessint ensive anthropo-
genic landscape change north of all current coyote range (Moore and Parker 1992).
In addition to this ecological distinction, eastern coyotes seem to be more rna-
Iigned than their western counterparts. This public perception and fear may beacon-
sequence having to deal with a largely unknown predator on the landscape (e.g., Kellert
1985; Linnell er al , 2003; Andersone and Ozolins 2004: Roskaft et al. 2007). Researchers
throughout the eastern coyote range have commented on public fears and hatred follow-
ings uccessful colonization (e.g., Hilton 1992: 1\Ioore and Parker 1992: Stevens et al.
1994: Parker 1995: Ray 2000: Gompper2 002). Sutherland (2010) focused specifically on
this issue in insular Newfoundland and discovered public perceptions and emotions sim-
ilart oth ose experienccdcl scwhere. Specifically.indi vidualsinher survey indicatcdth at
ncgativc feclingsm aybe ar csult ofl ack offamiliaritywithcoyotcs comparedt o othcr
predators that have been on the landscape since pre-colonial times. Attitudes toward
coyotes in ewfoundland also followed demographic and experiential parameters in the
same way as elsewhere across orth America, such as more negative attitudes among
older and more rural people along with those unfamiliar with the species in their area
(Kellert 1985). Research indicates that education programs may improve attitudes for co-
existence with coyotes (Stevens et al. 1994; Baker and Timm 1998; Fox 2006), a neces-
sity for successful management of a species that is relatively immune to population con-
trolmeasures(V oigtand Berg 1987; Parker 1995).
1.2. Natural History of Newfo und land
My research focuses on spatial aspects of coyote ecology in a landscape that ap-
pearsdramaticallydilferentfrom everywhere else coyotesh avebeen studied. The Mari-
time Barrens Ecoregion (MBE) of Newfoundland (Figure 2.1) is more akin to an arctic
habitat than the desert. plains. or forest habitats typically occupied by coyotes (Figure
2.3). In addition to the landscape, coyotes in the MBE interact with a unique assemblage
of prey.
The terrestrial ecosystems of the island of ewfoundland. historically character-
ized by depauperate native fauna, have undergone numerous redefining events. This nat-
iveassemblage was heavily unbalanced with 7 carnivores. 3 rodents, llagomorph. and I
ungulate representing the entire suite of quadrupedal mammals (Bangs 1913).ln the
period following European settlement, numerous modili cations ofth e natural system
have occurred both accidentally and intentionally ( fable 1.1). Fires have resulted in
drastic changes to the landscape, most notably the development of the entire Maritime
Barrens Ecoregion as a primarily non-forested landscape (Meades 1983). Faunal changes
include extinction of the endemic Newfoundland wolf (Ca nis lupus beothuc us: Allen and
Barbour 1937) following decades of bounty. and introductions 01'2 galliform birds (Tuck
1968).7 rodents. I lagomorph. and I ungulate. All of these ecosystem and community
changes may have substantial importance for the naturally colonized population of
coyotes.
Many far-reaching direct and indirect impacts of these ecosystem changes have
been observed or hypothesized. Introduction of the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanusi
has been implied as the indirect cause of range restriction and population declines of the
Arctic hare (Lep us arcticus; Bangs 1913: Bergerud 1967). Similarly it has been hypothes-
ized that red-backed vole ('\~I'odes gappe ri) introductions will eventually cause range re-
striction and reduced populations of the endemic meadow vole (J /icroilis pennsylvanicus
lerrae llome: Hearne lal.2006) . lncreasesi n theacci dentally introduced m ink (Mlislela
l'i,I'IJII) populations have been considered the likely cause of observed declines in muskrat
(Ondatra zibet hicus obscurus) populations (Soper and Payne 1997). Possible extinction
of the endemic Newfoundland crossbill (Loxi a curviros tra pe rc na ] has bccn attributed to
establishment of the red squirrel (Tamiasci nrus hudsoni cus : Benkman el al. 2008). The
woodland caribou is among the latest species that may bc suffer ing adverse effec ts of
faunal changes.
Insular caribou herds of Newfoundland have been intensivcly studieddurin gth e
past 60 years due to importance as a cultural and economic resource. Woodland caribou
are the only ungulate species native to ewfoundland (Bangs 1913). Unrnonitored hunt-
ing of the population led to precipitous declines in the early 20th century limiting total
numbers to 1000-2000 (Bergerud 1971). This was followed by a period of restriction on
harvest and more directed management leading to steady growth of herds (Bergerud
1971) and eventual exponential growth (Mahoney and Schaefer 2002a) resuiting ina
population peak of approximately 96000 in 1996 (NLDEC 2009a). Since that time cari-
bou havec ntereda nothcr periodof prccipitous decline with ac urrcnt population estimate
01'32 000 (NLDEC 2009a). During this decline, behavioural changes have been observed
including more dispersed calving (NLDEC 2009b) and changes in core areas of use
(Stantec Consulting Ltd. 20 11). Numerous hypotheses have been suggested as to the
causal factors in therccen t dcclinc, including density-dependent nutritional limitation
(Mahoney and Schaefer 2002a). anthropogenic disturbance leading to habitat loss
(Chubbs et al. 1993; Mahoney and Schaefer 2002b; McCarthy et al. 20 II ), and predation
by endemic lynx (Lynx canadensis subsolanus: Bergerud 197\). endemic black bear
tUrsus americanus hamiltoni ; Mahoney and Virgl 2003), and recently colonized coyote
(NLDEC 2008). Thomas and Gray (2002) indicate that interplay among these factors may
make it difficult to identify the factors rcgulating caribou populations.
1.3. Coyotes in Ncwfn uudlnnd
Coyote predation may be contributing to caribou population declines with varying
levels of impact in rime and space. It has been suggested that. following colonization in
Quebec, coyotes have contributed to increased caribou calfmo rtality and consequent
population declines (Crete and Desrosiers 1995). However. predation may be a proximate
rather than ultimate cause for decline in caribou numbers. mediated by habitatc hangea nd
alternate prey species (Festa-Blanchet et al. 20 II ). Since coyotes first arrived in New-
foundland, ca. 1985. the population has rapidly increased and expanded across the island
(McGrath et al. 20 10). Increased coyote observations (McGrath 2004) and harvest (Mc-
Grath et al . 20 10) coincided with caribou declines, but this correlation is not sufficient
evidence to constitute causality. Although it is likely that coyotes are playing a significant
role in caribou mortality, the determination of proximate versus ultimate factors is likely
to be less clear and of great importance in the long term management of the ecosystem.
Determination of which factors affect coyote temporal use of space within this system
should provide further insight to the mechanisms underlying associated trophic interac-
tions.
The potential prey component for coyotes in the MBE is composed of seasonally
migratory caribou. moose (AIces umricanus; as carrion). beaver (Castor cunadensis) ,
muskrat. snowshoe hare. grouse. ptarmigan iLagopus spp.), red squirrel. and voles. Inter-
specific competition in this landscape is limited. Bears and red foxes represent the
primary mammalian competition. Lynx are also present. but typically occur at lower
density in this open landscape compared to forested regions to the north (M..!. ,\k Grath,
per s onal conunnnicationv. Additional ecological knowledge in the form of spatial dynam-
ics shouldp rovidevalu ablein sightt othi srelat ively simplifiedpred ator-prey system.
In a mul ti-p rey sys tem, adaptive preda tion can have dramatic populat ionlevel ef-
fects (Owen-S mith and M ills 200 8). This is largely a result of prey swi tching due to
changes in relative vulnerability w ith changes in env ironme nta l condi tions and prey
demogra phics . In a simple wolf- elk-bi son sys tem in Yellowstone Nationa l Park . prey
abundance . size, de fensive behaviour , seaso na l vulnera bility, and predator preference a ll
played ro les in switching beh aviour of wolves (Ga rrott et al. 2007). Owen-S mith and
Mill s (2008 ) concludethatthehigherthed iversity ofprey.th eharderto tease apart
fact ors affecting prey dem ograph ic respon se to predati on. This suggests that identi fyin g
factor s prom otin g prey sw itching in MB E coyote s would be ex treme ly difficult given the
range of pre y sizes and their contrast ing eco logy. O ne approac h to begin this process of
investigat ion is th rough identification of spat ial pattern s. Hom e range has bee n shown to
re flect variability of reso urces within an anima l's terr itory. but other factors wor k to co n-
found this relat ionsh ip (Borge r et al, 2006). Add itionally. indiv idua ls eac h se lect fro m a
di ffere nt se t o f opt ions give n variation across the landscape. partic ularly when territoria l-
ity exists.
1.4. Modelling Space Usc
In eco logy. we strive to explain processes through various mean s across a co n-
tinuu m of co mplex ity. Many of these analyses o f eco log ica l study are co nducted within
eac h investigator 's realm o f knowl edge and com fort (E llison and Denni s 20 10) . O ne of
the challen ges to modern eco log ists is ada pting approac hes to use the best availabl e
meth od s allowing for a gre ater depth o f sc ienti tic enquiry. This w ill o ften requ ire re-
searchers to push their personal limitation into new realms of statistical and theoretical
knowledge to enhance the understanding of systems and allow ecology to progress bey-
ond the basic questions that have dominated ecological jo urnals and manuscripts lor the
entire history of the discipline.
The concept of delineating spatial parameters that correspond to wildlife beha-
viour is by no means new. For centuries, natural historians and biologists have endeav-
oured to understand space use by animals (Burt 1943). Refinements of the concepts of
home range and territory to include various stages ofl ife history and temporal scale have
advanced our understanding of animal behaviour from the individual and population per-
spectives. ln recent decades, advances in technology (i.e., radio-and satellite-telemetry,
satellite imagery) have dramatically increased the temporal and spatial resolution and ex-
tent of data available to scientists and led to a proliferation of new techniques for model-
ling animal space usc.
Technological advances allow us to apply spatial theory to research questions con-
cerning ecology of wide-ranging carnivores (Young and Shivik 2006). Basic use-availab-
ility models were enhanced by consideration of the effects of spatial scale (Johnson
1980). Geographic information systems (GIS) coupled with remotely-sensed data from
satellite images greatly expanded the scope of background data available for building
spatial models. Individual-based spatial models were lurther advanced with the resource
selection function (RSF) typically implemented as a generalized linear model (Boyce and
McDonald 1999; Manly et al. 2002). By the turn of the century Global l'ositioning Sys-
tern (GPS) collars were becoming more prevalent as a means of collecting high frequency
location data and bringing the issue of spatial autocorrelation to the forefront (Otis and
White 1999; Rodgers 200 I). At this same time new approaches based on machine learn-
ing algorithms were entering the field of habitat modelling (Guisan and Zimmermann
2000; SCOIIet 01. 2002). Despite this, the RSF approach to modelling has persisted for
many years as the primary tool for modelling habitat associations. Modifications to the
RSF have evolved to improve our knowledge of systems based on remotely collected
data. Most of this model evolution has focused on serial autocorrelation associated with
high-frequency data fora small sample of individuals. Generalized additive models, gen-
eralizede stimatinge quations. generalized linear mixed-effect models, and generalized
additive mixed-effect models have all been applied and advocated for modelling resource
selection in the past decade (e.g., Gillies et 01. 2006; Guisan et 01.2 006; Aarts et 01.200 8;
Koper and Manseau 2009).
Alternative methods to statistical data models - known as algorithmic modelling.
data mining, or machine learning - are rapidly increasing with advances in computing
technology (see Hastie et 01. 2009). The lise of machine learning techniques for species
distribution modelling continues to be promoted (e.g.. Elith et 01.2 006; Hochachka et 01.
2007; Marmion et 01. 2009; Drew et 01. 20 II ). but is yet to enter the mainstream of re-
source selection modelling. Machine learning often outperforms traditional statistical ap-
proachesin identifying patterns in biogeographical space (Cushman ct al. 2007). Ma-
chine learning approaches are especially suited to situations where the data do not neces-
sari ly repre sent mech ani sms ge nerating the observed pattern s. Spec ific strengths o f ma-
chine learnin g includ e no a priori ass umptions regardin g relationship betwe en response
and predict or variable s. vari able se lection is built into the algo rithms. non-linear and hier-
archi cal structure are easily modelled. and high- order interactions can be included (Cra ig
and Huettmann 2009) . Mod el interpr etation is ge nerally very ditlicult with man y machin e
Icarnin gimplcmentation s.butexceptionsdo ex ist . For example . boosted regression trees
provid emodel outputthatiseasytovisualize, similartotraditionallinear appro ache s
(Elith et al. 2008) . A di sadvantage of machine learning model s is the lack o f mechani stic
tie betwe en predi ctor and respons e variables (Cushm an et al. 2007). While the se rule-
based algorithm s exce l at findin g pattern s in dat a and prcdictingthroughout paramct cr
space, there is no link to explaining the underl yingproccss. Therefore the value ma y be in
identifying thre shold s and target s for additiona l ex ploratio n (I-Iochac hkaet a l. 2007).
Resour ce selec tion models typ ically requir e so me assess me nt of the back ground
en vironment in whi ch indi vidu als are making beha vioural cho ices of se lect ing amo ng
avai lable options . Large GIS data sets a llow for ease of sampling background dat a and
hen ce the use o f pseud o-ab sence data (i .e.. a rando m sample o f point s repr esentin g the
available environmental co nditions) to incorporate in presence-ab sen ce models. There is
avast literatur e dealin g with potenti al issue s o f co ntamination in pseud o-absenc e data as
well asalternativc appr oaches when rel iable absence data arc not available (c .g.. Keatin g
and Cherry 2004 : Pearce and Boycc 2006 ; Phillips etal. 2009 ). Failur e to ade quate lydea l
with the cont aminati on issue can lead to biased parameter es timates in rcsour cc sclccti on
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functions. Therefore. evaluating outputs is imperative when using the model for predict-
ive purposes (Rykiel 1996: Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). This procedure provides
some level of credibility regarding model accuracy as well as a measure of comparison
among candidate models. particularly when an independent test set is used for evaluation
(Araujo and Guisan 2006).
1.5. ThcsisOvcrvicw
The MBE is a unique system within the coyote's current range. Coyotes in the
MBE exhibit the largest home ranges among all populations studied in North America
(Blake 2006)retlectingthe low net primary productivity of the ecoregion (Liu et al,
2002). The MBE has undergone rapid change following the arrival of coyotes. most not-
ably the reduction in caribou abundance. Research has shown thatc oyotesare contribut-
ing to the high mortality rate of caribou calves in central Newfoundland (Blake 2006:
Trindadee /al.2 0 11). Ano ngoing diets llldy hasa lsos hown a high proportionof ungu-
late biomass (i.e.. moose and caribou) is consumed by coyotes during the winter (Me-
Grath e/al.2 010).T his baseline information supports the idea that coyote foragingef-
forts may be focused on abundant migratory caribou when they are at highest density in
the MBE during the winter season. The dramatic reduction in caribou population numbers
and changes in calving distribution (NLDEC 2009b) may somewhat rellect the establish-
rnent ofcoyo tes, but continued predation pressure is the greatest concern for my research.
Additional over-winter mortality or reduced fitness due to prcdation risk could signific-
antly impact thc already stressed caribou population. Clarifying thc ccological niche of
coyotes in the MBE will provide insight to the dynamic processes among predator and
prey species.
Coyotes in the MBE were instrumented with GPS collars and tracked from 2005-
2009 by the Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife Division. I used these GPS data to de-
velop resource selection models for coyotes based on available GIS data that characterize
environment and habitat across the entire ecoregion. I then tested the predictive accuracy
of both a traditional statistical approach and a machine learning approach as a means of
determining (I ) whether one approach is superior with the limited available background
data, (2) the value of indirect measures in modelling a generalist, and (3) the best model
for further analyses (Chapter 2). Additionally, I investigated seasonal and annual shifts in
individual home range utilization in an attempt to identify any patterns in shifting prey
focus based on over-winter presence of migratory caribou (Chapter 3). I interpreted the
best predictive model (from Chapter 2) and used this model to generate predictive distri-
bution maps for coyotes across the central portion of the MBE (Chapter 3). Finally, I at-
tempted to fill another knowledge gap with a preliminary assessment of coyote summer
diet (Appendix A) as a potential path forward for coyote research into mechanisms of ob-
served spatial patterns.
This thesis continues to build upon research directed toward understanding the
ecological niche of coyotes in this novel insular landscape. Spccifica lly. my rcscarch adds
a spatial component to the understanding ofc oyoteeco logy and how this fitsw ith implic-
ations that coyotes are responsible for the decline in caribou populations. It also identifies
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an alternate approach to resource selection modell ing and the merits of data mining given
limited ecological knowledge or data, concepts broadly applicablet oecologicalresearch.
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CHAPTER 2. CREATING HABITAT MODELS FOR A GE ERALIST
PR EDATOR: APPROACHES AND ISSUES
2.1. Introduction
Species distribution models (SDMs) are widely used in ecology, both for develop-
ment of theoretical frameworks and application to conservation problems. Despite the
plethora of models that have been developed, there remains a relatively limited suite of
analytical methods used to construct the majority of these models. Researchers have
noted that ecologya sa field may lag behind other areas of scientific endeavour because
wc failt oappl ym orep owcrfulandmore appropriatet cchniquesthat remain outside of
our comfort zone (O'Connor 2002; Hochachka et al . 2007). This situation is not limited to
ecology alone; Breiman (200 I) challenged the statistical community to expand their
knowledge and practice by including the techniques of machine learning in the suite of
tools for data analysis. citing various scenarios where stochastic data models failed to
meet the capabilities of algorithmic models.
Resource selection models (RSMs), the subset ofS DMs typically developed with
repeated observations from a limited number of individuals. remain firmly entrenched in
the linear stochastic data model approach {Hegel et al . 2010). Manly el al. (2002) pro-
moted logistic regression as a resource selection function. which has become the norm for
identifyingspa tio-tcmporalassoc iationsofanimals in their cnvironmcnt. Modellers la-
cing budget and timc constraints are often challenged to meet assumptions of this ap-
proach.Th e combination ofin crcased location frequency available with Global Position-
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ing System (GPS) tracking technology, opportunistic field data collection and common
practice of using readily available datasets (e.g., satellite image, forest inventory, and to-
pographic data) exacerbate these issues when modelling species response to their cnvir-
Advances have been made in the more traditional approach to resource selection
modelling by incorporating hierarchical structure to account for random effects. These
advances in RSM structureh elpt o address somem ajor issues, such as correlation. unbal-
anced samples, and unaccounted variability (Gillies et al. 2006; Cressie et al. 2009;
Fieberg et al. 20 I0). Additionally, numerous researchers have shown how explicitly ac-
counting for random effects in stochastic data RSMs can enhance the explanatory power
of these models (e.g., Gillies et al. 2006; Hebblewhite and Merrill 2008; Godvik et al.
2009). However, the mixed-effects modelling approach does come with its own assump-
tions, namely distribution of the random effec ts, that can be both a strength (e.g., predict-
ingt o new situations) and weakness (e.g., no individual exhibits the mean response;
Ficberg et al, 2009; O'Hara 2009).
Stochastic data models in ecology typically focus on identifying explained vari-
ance in a functional form. This procedure requires clearly defined hypotheses of the rela-
tionship between variables. When the goal of modelling is focused on using the best
available data to predict scenarios beyond the original data without inferringproccssor
functional association. other methods, particularly algorithm-based approaches (a.k.a.
data mining, machine lcarning), may bem ore appropriatc(l -!ochachka el al. 2007). Th e
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design of machine learning algorithms is such that the goal of the resulting model is pre-
diction rather than explanation (De'ath 2007: Hochachka et al, 1007: Hastic et al.10 09).
This is a fuzzy distinction from a mixed-effect stochastic data model. which has a similar
predictive attribute inherent in the random-effect structure. but is oneth atm ayh aveprac-
tical implications.
The limitations of linear approaches for constructing SDMs have been highlighted
in recent years, but this has primarily transpired in the area of species occurrence model-
ling. Maximum entropy, artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms. decision trees, and
support vector machines have all been shown to improve predictive performance when
compared to logistic regression and other forms of stochastic data models when applied
to occurrence-based SDMs (Elith et al. 1006: Cutler et al, 1007: De'ath 1007). The
greatest predictive performance has been consistently achieved with ensemble learning
methods (i.e., bagging, boosting, random forests: Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil 2006;
Olden et al. 2008) that build upon basic machine learning algorithms by incorporating a
randomization component (Hastie et al. 2009). The call by O'Connor (2000. 2001) to ad-
vance the field of ecology with models that identify constraints rather than correlates in
an attempt to lind causal relationships by incorporating analytical advances advocated by
Breiman (1001) remains largely unfulfilled fully a decade later (but see Guilford et al.
(1009). Monterroso et al , (2009), Oppel et al, (2009), Jiguet et al, (10 I0), and Kuern-
merle et al. (10 I0) for examples of ensemble learning methods applied to RSMs).
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Fina lly. and not of least importance, is the under lying theo ry regarding best mod -
elling practices. For years theoret ical habitat ecologists have advocated for the use of in-
direc t (env ironme ntal) . d irec t (habi tat) , and reso urce gradient data for co nstructing both a
priori hypot heses and the models to test them (Guisa n and Zimmermann 2000; Aust in
2002 ; Sco tt et al. 2002) . In practice, RSMs are typica lly param etrized wit h readily ava il-
able data. These data are co mmo nly derived from remo te se ns ing applicatio ns and inter -
pretation of the resultin g data within an eco log ica l co ntex t (KerrandOstrovsky2003 ;
Co hen and Go ward 2004). What is commo nly missing in this approac h is the explic it
data relatin g resour ce gra dients to anima l space use (e .g., spatially andtemp orallydy-
nami c food resour ces). Froman individua l anima l vie wpoi nt these resources largely af-
fect the behaviour al respo nse we are trying to mode l at the indivi dual level (e.g., Cree l
and Chris tia nso n 2008: Kanarek et al. 200 8; Moo rcroft and Barnett 2008) .
In this chapter . I atte mpt to address some of these issues through app lication of
emerg ing analytical approaches to mode l habitat use bya genera list predator in a relat-
ively monoli thic and depa upera te land scape. Specifically I investigate whet her mode ls
param etrized with only enviro nmenta l and habi tat grad ient data may be insufficient to ac-
cura te ly pred ict habitat use fora generalist carnivore. indicat ing a need for more reso urce
data (i.e.. prey ava ilabi lity) . This is based on my hypoth esis that appro pr iate dr iver data
will allo w for effect ive modellin g usin g diverse approac hes (l.e.. model converge nce). I
pred ict that a resour ce se lection function designed 10 ex plain parteI'll S of coyote (Canis
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latransi space use should highly correlate to the prediction of an ensemble learning
model, given adequate correlative data.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Study Area
I obtained coyote data from the central portion of the Maritime Barrens Ecoregion
(MBE) of the Island of Newfoundland. Canada (Figure 2. 1). The entire MBE encom-
passes some geographically disjunct units (i.e., Avalon Peninsula, Burin Peninsula, east-
ern peninsulas, and coastal strip extending westward from White Bear River). Based on
spatial connectivity and caribou migratory patterns. these peninsular areas will not be
considered hereafter. However. the discontinuous portions of Central and Western New-
foundland Ecoregions located entirely within the MBE are included in the study area. The
MBE represents the primary historical wintering area for six of the province's woodland
caribou "herds" (Bergerud 1971), as defined by Caribou Management Areas (i.e.,
Buchans Plateau, Gaff Topsails. Grey River. Middle Ridge. Mount Peyton. and Pot Hill;
Figure 2.2; NLDEC 20 lOa, 20 lOb.20 IOc.20 IOd. 20 IOe.20 lOt). Under the current man-
agement regime. the MBE contains roughly one-third of ewfoundland's primary core
area for caribou and a comparable proportion of secondary core area (Stantec Consulting
Ltd. 20 11).
The MBE is characterized by heath barrens interspersed with peatlands and dense
patches of stunted balsam fir and spruce. The climate exhibits thin winter snow cover,
high wind exposure. and regular. dense fog (Damman 1983). Summers are cool and wet
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winters are mild relative to surrounding ecorcgions . Frequent soil frost and a history of
fire prevent substantial forcstregeneration in this area (Meades 1983). Existing forested
areas are typically restricted to the steep sided valleys and some hill slopes (Figure 2.3).
? ?? Data Sour ces
Data lor my research originated from two genera l sources. coyote captures to de-
ployG PS tracking collars and publicly available environmental datascts(Table2. 1).
Point data representing the response variable in all models were derived from GPS collar
locations (n = 30 788) combined with a random sample of points (n = 6 1 576) represent-
ing available habitat by individual for 17 coyotes (8 females. 9 males). Global Position-
ing System collars were deployed by Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife Division per-
sonnel during mid-winter from 2005 to 2008. These GPS collars were programmed with
a variety of location recording schedules, which l filtered toa standardized. continuous
interval(see Chapter3Ioradditionaldetails) . lgeneratedutiiization distributio ns (UDs)
via kernel density estimation for each individual for the entire study period using Hawth's
Tools (Beyer 2007) within the ArcGIS (v. 9.3: ESRI 2008) geographic information sys-
tem (GIS). Random points were selected within a buffered 99% volume contour of each
individual UD at a 2:1 ratio with location points (see Chapter 3 for additional detai ls).
I used sixteen explanatory variables to parametrize coyote RSMs with the two
methods outlined below. Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife Division personnel as-
signcd the individual identificr, and determincd agc andscx at capturc. l delineated year
and season (based on caribou migration dates: Table 2. 1) from date information collected
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by GPS collars. Land cover classification followed the Earth Observation for Sustainable
Development of Forests system (Wulder I!I al. 2004). I generated distance rasters from
water features (NRC 2007a) and road features (NRC 2007b) using the GIS. A digital el-
evation model (OEM) based on the Canada3D product (NRC 200 1)originally derived
from the Canadian Digital Elevation Data (NRC 2000) was used to sample elevation.
Slope and aspect (absolute deviation from north) were derived from the OEM within the
GIS. Both slope and aspect were treated as continuous variables. Additionally, a topo-
graphic convergence index (TCI) developed by Skinner (20 1I ) replaced elevation, slope,
and aspect in some candidate models. The TCI is a proxy for surface moisture based
solely on OEM components slope. aspect, and steepness. High values ofTC I represent
highly drained areas and low values represent areas of moisture collection. Resource data
were not available at the scale of the models and hence were not ineluded.
2.2.3. Dala Analyses
I employed two approaches to modelling coyote response to environment and
habitat variables: a stochastic data model and an algorithmic model.Ge neralized linear
mixed-effect models (GLMMs) were used in the stochastic data approach. With this
structural framework I was able to account for autocorrelation within individuals and
within years by assigning these as random effects,
I constructed 26 candidate GLMMs for each season using a variety ofex planatory
variable groupings to assess various hypotheses of coyote ecology and potcntial interac-
tion with caribou and anthropogenic disturbance (Table 2.2, Appendix B). Each model in-
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eluded parameters to consider year (slope) dependent upon individual (intercept) as ran-
dom effects, following implementation methods of Bates (20 lOa, 20 lOb, 20 IOc). I fit the
fixed-effects portion of each GLMM with a binary logistic regression function using the
Ime4 package (Bates and Maechlcr 20 I0) in R (v. 2.11.1; R Development Core Team
2010). Following standard practices, all explanatory variables were assessed for collin-
earity. All variables in any model had reasonably low Pearson correlations (:50.41). Re-
sidual plots were used to assess assumptions of linear models including homogeneity, in-
dependence.n ormality and link function (Breslow 1996). I assessed each suite of candid-
ate models using Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) to select the "best" summer and
winter models based on the training data (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Model aver-
aging was not necessary due to high Akaike weights of leading candidatem odels for each
As an alternative to the more common stochastic datam odelling approach, I mod-
elled the same data using boosted regression trees (BRT). This algorithmic model from
the field of machine learning was developed by Friedman ( 1999a, 2001) and later refined
to incorporate randomization leading to a more robust and less computationally intensive
algorithm (Friedman I999b. 2002). The base algorithm of BRT is a decision tree. An en-
sembleof trecs is builti na forward,s tagewisese riesa ndo ptimized by stochastic gradi-
ent descent of the " pseudo' t-rcsiduals (Ridgeway 2007; Elith et al. 2008). The theory be-
hind ensemble methods is that a committee of weak learncrs will be faI' more robust than
n singlc complcx decision trec in predicting outside the range 0 I' training data (Hastie et
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al. 2009). Tree-based algorithmic models are able to handle missing values. incorporate
interactions among predictor variables. and identify natural breaks in the data to model
non-linear response (De'ath and Fabricius 2000).
In my implementation of BRT for a coyote RSM.I followed recommendations of
Hastie et al, (2009) for setting algorithm parameters. The size of constituent trees (nodes;
J) was set to 6 (Hastie et al . 2009:363): learning rate (shrinkage: v) was set at 0.1 (Hastie
et al.2009:620 ); subsarnple of training data observations in each iteration (bag fraction;
11)was 0.5 (Ridgeway 2007: Hastie et al. 2009:620); an additional regularization para-
meter. number of trees in linal model (A) was determined by minimizing the cross-valida-
tion deviance following the code of Elith et al , (2008:supplementar y material). Boosted
regression tree implementation was conducted using the gbm package (Ridgeway 20 I0)
in R. Following initial BRT model development. I ran a simplification procedure (Elith et
al. 2008) to reduce model complexity by sequentially dropping the least important vari-
able while maintaining predictive deviance based on 10-fold cross-validation. This sim-
plified BRT model was assessed for overall performance compared with other models.
2.2.-1. Model Evaluation
The objective of this research was to develop an operationally valid predictive
model of coyote space use across seasons and years within the MBE.I evaluated the
"b est'I models from each approach using a temporally-independent data set ofG PS loca-
tions(n = II 1(5) and random points (n =22 390) obtained trom7individuals( 3 female.
4 male). Three of the individuals ( I temale. 2 male) in the evaluation dataset were also
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monitored within the training dataset. Sensitivity (proportion 0 I'observed positive cases
correctlyc lassified) ands pecificity( proportionofobserved negative cases correctly clas-
sified) of model output are commonly used metrics for assessment of prediction to new
data (Fielding and Bell 1997). Specifically, relative operating characteristic (ROC) curves
are a derived graphical representation of model discrimination across the range of
threshold values (Swets 1988; Pearce and Ferrier 2000). I considered predictivecapa bil-
ity for both GLMM and BRT modelling approaches using area under the ROC curve
(AUC) with the ROCR package (Sing et al. 2009) in R. Assessment with AUC comes
with some inherent pitfalls concerning model accuracy, especially for models of general-
ists and models built from pseudo-absences (Lobo et al. 2008; Hand 2009). Despite this,
Lobo et al. (2008) note that AUC scores complemented with sensitivity and specificity
values are useful for discriminating among models fora single species within the same
2.3. Results
2.3.1. Stochastic Data Models
Within each season a single "best" model emerged from among the 26 candidate
GLMMs based on Akaike weights (Table 2.2. Appendix B). The summer and winter
models diverged substantially. The summer GLMM was a simplified version of the
winter GLMM with 2 fewer explanatory variables. Also of note is the drastic difference
in variability among the random effects, Variance of the random effects of individual and
year was 1.78x 107 and 4.38, respectively. in the summer GLMM: whereas. the same ran-
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dom effects in the winter GLMM had a variance of only 1.07x 10" and 3.02x10.10• These
accumulated differences arc readily apparent in the spatial predictions of coyote use (Fig-
ure2 .4).
Due to the high variance among individuals in the summer GLMM. I paramet-
rized the "best" model for each of the 17 individuals in the training dataset. Year was re-
tained as a random effect in individual GLMMs. Nearly all coeffic ient estimates ranged
widely among individuals and had inconsistent directionality ofe ffect (Table 2.3). This
diffuse variation among individuals is important to consider within the framework of pre-
diction, as any averaging across individuals is likely to give an inaccurate representation
of individual behavioural response.
2.3.2. Algorithmic Models
The BRT model was optimized over 6500 forward. stagewise iterations using 14
predictor variables (Table 2.1). Following initial model development, a simplification
procedure was conducted to drop variables that did not contribute to the overall model
predictive performance within the training dataset. The final simplified model contained
12 of the original 14 predictor variables. Season and sex wer e determined to be unneces-
sary by the algorithm. The relative intluence ofind ividual variables changed fromthe ori-
ginal BRT to the simplified BRT.but rank order of variables retained in the simplified
BRT remained the same Crable 2.4). Both the original BRTand simplified BRT per-
formed very well in predicting outcomes within the training dataset (Table 2.5). This is
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notable because the training data are resampled at each iteration with 50%of the data re-
maining vout-of-bag'' .
There is distinct dissimilarity with GLMM predictions for either season (Figure
2.4). Whereas, the two BRTs exhibit similar spatial predictions when projected in geo-
graphical space (Figure 1.5). This incongruity among models indicates that one or both
modelling approaches is ineffective in achieving the desired Icvel of predictive accuracy.
2.3.3. Model Evaluation
Predictive performance was extremely low for most of the evaluationda taset fol-
lowing both modelling approaches. Boosted regression trees outperformed GLMMs, but
limited inference can be gained from any of the coyote RSMsb ased on environment and
habitat gradient data alone. Area under the curve values ranged from 0.517 to 0.746,
broken down by data domain of biological interest. Many of my RSM predictions can be
considered no better than random.Gc ncralized linear mixed-ctTect models were particu-
larly poor with all AUC < 0.6 (Figure 1.6). Only BRTs predicting to future years for indi-
viduals within the training dataset had reasonable predictive success (i.e., AUC > 0.7
(Pearce and Ferrier 1000); Figure 2.7). Relati ve operating characteristic plots show that
BRT outperformed the best GLMMs across the entire range of classification thresholds,
indicating superior predictive capability.
2.4. Discussion
The results of my research have shown that BRT can provide better model struc-
ture for predicting to new data than traditional stochastic data modelling approaches.
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even those adapted to deal with unaccounted random variation. The superior performance
of BRT compared with GLMM shown in predicting new locations of individual coyotes
is testament to the power of ensemble methods in resource selection modelling. Similar
results of algorithmic models outperforming stochastic data models have been well docu-
mented in species occurrence modelling (e.g., Elith el al.2006; Guisane lal. 2007;
Marmion et al. 2009; Zurell et al. 2009) as well as other natural and social science applic-
ations (e.g., Berk 2006; Abeare 2009; Siroky 2009; Ahmed et al . 2010), but not in re-
source selection modelling.
In general, stochastic data models can be interpreted as our atternpt to vsummarize
the understanding of a phenomenon" (Breiman 200 I:227). The structure of a GLMM as
applied herein accounts for individual and annual variability. Marginal (population-level)
inference from this GLMM fixed-effect structure provides an estimate of r typ ical" re-
sponse within a RSM framework (Gillies et al. 2006; Aarts et al . 2008; Hebblewhite and
Merrill 2008). However. Fieberg et al, (2009) suggested that application of mixed-effects
models averaged across random effects will weaken marginal predictions. This' averaging
effect may have been partially responsible for the poor performance ofG LMMs. particu-
larly the summer models where there was extreme variability observed within the random
effects. Specifically. thed ifTerencesa mong individual availability when averaged over
the population may have bccn a major contributor to thc poor performance of the summer
models (Beyer cr rr/. 20 10). Wintcrm odels likely indicate other issues with thc data as
random-effect variability was quite low.
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Ensemble methods of machine learning. particularly tree based methods. focus on
prediction without implying mechanism (Breiman 200 I). These models do not require
prior understanding of the system based on available data. Araujo and New (2007) also
note that in the absence of idealized data for model parametrization. ensemble models
may provide more robust predictions than any single "best" model. Though ensemble
methods are often seen as "black box" approaches. information can be extracted pOS I hoc
regarding model structure that directly relates how individual variables affect the en-
semble model (Hastie elal. 2009:620). In addition, data mining can lead to new hypo-
theses when unexpected evidence for variables appears (Hochachka elal. 2007; Aart s el
al, 2008). It follows that my BRT models may indicate areas for future ecological re-
search (see Chapter 3). The ability to interpret the structure of BRT combined with the ro-
bust predictive capability makes this analytical method appealing fora wide variety of
modelling applications (Elith et al. 2008). Therefore. this method should be applicable to
RSMs where little is known. or in situations limited by data or other constraints (e.g..
broad niche that is logistically unquantifiable, areas inaccessible lor the purpose of data
collection. historical data that cannot be augmented. and financial or time limitations).
Model validation. as conducted in this research. seeks to convey confide nce in
resulting predictions (Rykicl 19( 6). Wiens (2002:744) referred to model prediction and
uccuracyas rt he holy grail or wildlife biology". Importantly. where increasing geo-
graphic prevalence has been shown to reduce model accuracy (Mannion et al. 2( 09),
AUC scores arc essentially independent of prevalence (Mancl 1.'1 al. 200 I; Mcl'hc rson 1.'1
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al. 2004) making this measure valid for comparison of models developed with the same
data. Failure of most of my models to predict well in a limited domain of parameter space
according to AUC values indicates that little information was gained from any of the ap-
proaches. Although the models were not validated, they are not necessarily entirely in-
valid either. The true operational validity lies in model accuracy, which spans a greater
gamut of evaluation criteria (Lobo et al. 2008). The highly vagile and generalist nature of
the species,u sc ofp scudo-absenccd ata (with inherent contamination), andl ack oft cm-
poral variability in the predictors will have limiting effects on the value of raw AUC
scores. Low discrimination ability of model predictions does not necessarily indicate low
accuracy. In this case ranking of raster values (Figures 2.4 and 2.5) may be correct,
whereas identifying a threshold value for predicting presence/absence remains inappro-
priate. Regardless of the absolute AUC scores. it can be noted from the ROC plots (Fig-
ures 2.6 and 2.7) that BRTsoutperformed GLMMs across the entire range of possible
threshold values.
The limitation of all models in my research for predicting to new individuals rep-
resents the inherent issues with indirect gradient data for species distribution modelling.
The lack of standard correlations between these indirect gradients and causal gradients is
likely restricting any generalization of RSM results (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000: Aus-
tin 2002). In this case, the RSl'vlmay be applicable only at the local scaleofobscrvcd in-
dividualsdu et o variation in behavioural response to causal gradients. Because indirect
gradients provide only correlative structure to the model, variability within any system or
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population will reduce the predictive capacity of the models. More explicitly incorporat-
ing ecological theory in the form of causal predictors will likely lead to more robust pre-
dictions (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000; Austin 2002; Austin 2007).
Predictive and mechanistic modellingt ypicaliydi vergeintheir conceptual design
where causality is not necessarily fundamental to accurate prediction. Surrogate variables
are often adequate for valid prediction and may be preferred (Guisan and Zimmermann
2000). The lesser detail required in collection of surrogates to behavioural response often
result in time and monetary savings while achieving the desired outcome of accurate pre-
diction within the spatio-temporal scope of research objectives. l-lowever, my research
has shown that readily available remotely sensed data is largely inadequatewh endevel-
oping a generalist carnivore RSM for management purposes. Although setting the prox-
imal goal of accurately predicting ecological phenomena will guide better management
practice. we as ecologists continue to strive for understanding process that leads to ob-
served patterns (Beyer et al. 2010). When designing research to develop a RSM for
coyotes or similarly adaptable species I would highly recommend a priori cost assess-
ment through a pilot project or other means 10 determine whether Iradeoffs are manage-
able within the greater constructs of the research program and rnake direct gradient und
resourcem easurementatoppri ority for implemenlalion.
Data available for this research lacked a mechanistic tic at the scale of individual
behavioural response. therefore the RSM approaches investigated with these data were
weak in predictive power. Insight to resources as the fundamental driversofcoyoteec o-
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logy requires further investigation (see Appendix A). Additional financial and human re-
sources would need to be dedicated for future research to attain improved model perform-
ance. The high costs of collecting resource data for terrestrial carnivore RSMs (i.e., prey
availability) due to both high spatio-temporal variation and associated labour require-
ments for adequate sampling typically preclude this type of modelling effort (Austin
2002).
Many resource selection studies are now making usc of advancing technology for
increased location frequency available with GPS collars (Hebblewhite and Haydon
2010). Additional large volume data sources are becoming more available through other
monitoring devices and remote sensing (Hooten 20 1I). Pairing these technological ad-
vances with continuously improving computational technology is imperative to gain the
greatest insight to ecological phenomena (Green et al. 2005; Cagnacci et al. 20 I0). Data
mining should offer opportunities to explore these profuse data without the assumptions,
both biological and statistical. inherent in the stochastic data modelling approach. It is
important to consider that differences in parametrization of modelling approaches may
lead to spurious conclusions regarding performance comparisons (Armijo and Guisan
2006). While algorithmic models can find correlations and high order interactions within
the data. stochastic data models may perform as well given this prior knowledge to incor-
porate in models. Therefore. we must remember that improved modelling techniques are
not a substitute for best practices of study design and data collection. but can be powerful
tools to learn more about systems of interesI.
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Table 2.4 . Relative contribution (% of constituent trees) of predictor variables from
boosted regression tree models of coyo te resource se lection in the Marit ime Barrens
Ecoreg ion of Newfoundland.
Simplified ~llIdcl
Cov'lyp
Slope
Aspec t
Age
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Tab le 2.5. Boosted regre ssion tree model performance assessed via l O-fo ld cross -
validation of the training data .
Si m plifie d ~ Iodel
No. predictors
lraining
Training
' Cross-validatiol1\'alucs arc mcan ±s tandard dcviation
~ Arca under the relative operating characteristic curve
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Figure 2. 1. Maritime Barrens Ecoregio n of Newfo undland (highlighted) with the central
portion representing the study area for this researc h outlined in red. The island of New-
foundland is highlighted in the inset map of Canada .
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Figure 2.2. Caribou Manag ement Areas (CMA) of the island of Newfoundland desig-
nated by the Department of Environment and Conserva tion, Wildlif e Division. High-
lighte d CMAs (Buch ans [Bu] , GafTTopsails [GT] , Grey River [GR], Middle Ridge [MR],
Mount Peyton [MP] and Pot Hill [PH]) are includ ed in this research as representative of
caribou populat ions that overlap with GPS monitored coyo tes.
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Figure 2.3. Aer ial view of forest and barrens typical of the central Maritime Barrens Eco-
region of Newfoundland. Forested areas are generally restricted to steep-sided valleys (a)
and protected slopes (d). Barrens (b, c) make up the majority of the study area composed
of heath lands and peatlands interspersed with water bodies of various sizes.
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Figure 2.4. Spatial predictions of generalized linear mixed-effect models for coyotes in
the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland. Differences between winter
(a) and summer (b) projections are eas ily visible with the effect of roads and water incor-
porated in the winter model. Blue and red colours represent predicted areas of low and
high coyote use, respectively.
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Figure 2.5. Spatial predictions of boosted regression tree (BRT) models for coyo tes in the
centra l Marit ime Barrens Ecoreg ion of Newfo undland. Only the model for adult fema les
durin g summer is shown (a) among the projections for the origi nal model containing all
14 predictors. The simplified BRT model is shown for adult coyo tes (b). Other age , sex
and seaso n projections show only minor deviations not easi ly differentiated at this sca le
in graphica l format. Blue and red colours represent predicte d areas of low and high
coyote use, respect ively.
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Pooled Seasons Winter Summer
Fals e positiv e rate
Figure 2.6. Relative operating characteristic (ROC) plots lor prediction to an independent
evaluation dataset from generalized linear mixed-effect models ofc oyote resource selec-
tion within the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion ofNcwfoundland. Area under the
ROC curve (AUC) values provide of measure of reliability fo r model predictions under
various conditions (i.e.. all coyotes pooled, coyotes from thct rainingd ata in a different
time period, and new coyotes in a different time period) lor each seasonal modcl and
pooled predictions trom both seasonal models.
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Figure 2.7. Relative operating characteristic (ROC) plots for prediction to an independent
evaluation dataset from a boosted regression trees model of coyote resource selection
within the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland. Area under the ROC
curve (AUC) values provide of measure of reliability for model predictions under various
conditions (i.e.. all coyotes pooled. coyotes from the training data in a different time
period. and new coyotes in a different time period) for cach season und pooled predic-
tions from both seasons.
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CHAPTE R 3. EARING THE ECOL OG ICAL LIMIT: COYOTE
ADAPTABILITY PROD UCES INDIVIDUALI STI C SPACE USE PATTE R S
3.1. Int rodu ction
Predators are often implicated when socio-economically importantpre y species
decline (e.g.. Matte 2007; Jacques and Van Deelen 2010: Stansell e/ al . 2010).Thu s.it is
not surprising that coyote (Canis latransi predation has been asserted as the cause for
woodland caribou iRang ifer tarandus caribou spopulation declines on the island of New-
foundland (NLD EC 2008) . Coyotes first arrived in Newfoundland ca. 1985 (Moore and
Parker 1992) and have since expanded across the island. Increased coyote observations
and harvest (McGrath e/al. 2010) coincided with caribou declines. but this correlation is
not suffic ient evidence to constitute causality. Although it is likely that coyotes are play-
ing a significant role in caribou mortality. the determination of proximate versus ultimate
factors is likely to be less clear and of great importance in the long term management of
the ecosystem. Herein I seek to delineate a framework of implied coyote predation risk
for caribou in time and space.
In this context I want to determine whether coyote horne range attributes imply a
temporal increase in predation risk for woodland caribou. The home range as defined by
Burt (1943) is an often-studied construct in spatial ecology of animals. This region
defined byananimal'sregularm ovements encompasses the space requiredto gather
food. acquire mates. and rear young. Home range size within eastern coyote range varies
both seasonally and geographically with food availability (Gompper 2002). Within a re-
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gion, coyote home range size reflects density of available food resources (Mills and
Knowlton 1991: McLoughlin and Fergusson 2000: Young et al. 2008). Consequently.
coyotes may shift use patterns within their home range through time as a response to
changes in food distribution (Mills and Knowlton 1991: Kitchen et al. 2000) .
Seasonality and patchiness of food resources is known to be a primary driver of
carnivore spacing behaviour (Mcl.oughlin et al , 2000). Coyotes in Newfoundland may
respond to highly variable prey density (i.e., seasonally migratory caribou) by shifting
home ranges to adapt to this variability. Research in Colorado has shown that coyotes
will shift core areas of use possibly in response to changing resources (Kitchen et al .
2000). Shifting spatial patterns have also been observed in other carnivores where pat-
terns reflected changes in prey density or availability (e.g., (Logan and Irwin 1985;
Lovallo and Anderson 1996). Coyotes on Cape Breton Island. Nova Scotia exhibited no
territorial shift during winter in response to congregations of ungulate prey (Patterson and
Messier 200 I). However. in southeastern Quebec. coyote relocation frequency increased
in a deer wintering area within existing home ranges (Crcte etal.200 1). In cases of ex-
tremely low food resource density. territoriality will break down due to costs of large area
defence (McLoughlin et al. 2000). This strategy may be most appropriate in Newfound-
land where observed coyoteh ome ranges arel arl argerlh an elsewhere within the species
range and may represent the maximum extent possible. Therefore, shiftingo re xpan-
sion-contractiono fse asonal homera nges may be the moste tlcctivea daptation toex ploit
seasonal prey abundance.
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DilTerentialu se of spacewithin an individual's home range is the subject ofre -
source selection modelling (RSi'vI). Habitat data typically represent the biophysical envir-
onment that an individual encounters during its lifetime. For the purposes of modelling,
we are commonly limited by available habitat data that provide a snapshot of this envir-
onment. Spatial extent and resolution of these data may affect model outcomes (Guisan
et al , 2007: Zuckerberg et al. 20 II ). Lack of temporal congruence of datasets may also
introduce errors in prediction dependent on the level of change across time periods span-
ning data collection. Guisan and Thuiller (2005) provide a more thorough list of consider-
ations forbuilding andevaluating speciesdi stributionm odels.Ofthethreeidealized
types of spatial gradients identified by Austin (1980), many available habitat datasets
function as indirect gradients. These indirect gradient data will likely limit geographical
scope of predictions (Austin 2002). Iti s important to note that eyen less than ideal data
can still provide useful information lor modelling species' distributions (Zuckerberg et al.
2011). At a minimum, successful predictive models based on surrogate data should
provide information to target future research.
A plethora of coyote RSMsh ave been created throughout the species range, but
due to their generalist nature the ecological niche of this species varies geographically
and with diff ering community composition (Voigt and Berg 1987). Gompper's (2002)
summary of northeastern coyote populations indicates that home ranges reflect food
availability and vary both geographically and seasonally. Plant community structure
largely infl uences animal distribut ions. particularly herbivorous mammals and birds (e.g..
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St-Georges et al. 1995: Mayor et al, 2009). that represent the majority of coyote diets in
insular ewfoundland (McGrath et al. 20 I0; Appendix A). Large. deep water bodies may
function as escape terrain for caribou during the summer (Bergerud 1985: Bergcrud et al.
1990). Deer and elk in Yellowstone have been observed using water bodicsasancfTcct-
ive means to escape coyote predation (Gese and Grothe 1995). Conversely, caribou may
be more susccptiblc to coyote predation on these large water bodies when they are frozen
(111..1. McGrath. pe rsonal communicationi. Roads commonly represent increased human
impact due to traffic levels and access opportunity leading to negative consequences for
wildlife (Fahrig and Rytwinski 2009). Topography may function as a surrogate tor micro-
climatic variation that is not otherwise quantified (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). All of
these biological. physical. and anthropogenic factors may play into the way coyotes make
usc of their home ranges.
In this chapter. J attempt to provide insight toward the issue of coyote predation
on migratory woodland caribou through an assessment of coyote space use during sea-
sons of high and low relative caribou abundance. Specifically I investigate whether
coyote home ranges shill coincident with over-winter aggregations of caribou in the
MBE. My hypothesis is that coyotes in Newfoundland are food limited and will adapt
space use to exploit available resources. I predict that if coyotes are targeting caribou asa
primary winter food source. then territories will break down and significant shifts in
home ranges will be observed across seasons. Relatively static home ranges will indicate
that coyotes are acquiring suffic ient food resources within their territories throughout the
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year irrespective of large caribou aggregations occurring within any individual territory. I
also investigate habitat features that coyotes select within their home range across sea-
sons and years. This addresses my hypothesis that coyotes are se lectingh abitat within ter-
ritory based on relative primary food resource availabilities by scason. 1predict that if
coyotes are selccting habitat based on similar habitata llributes believed to be important
to caribou, then open cover types. areas near large water bodies, and high elevation sites
will be selected for by coyotes. However. ifcoy ote space use is a function of human in-
fluence and individual adaptation to locally available food resources then roads. de-
veloped areas and dense cover types should be more influential for coyote habitat selcc-
tion.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. SIII((vArea
I obtained coyote data from the central portion of the Maritime Barrens Ecoregion
(MBE) of the Island of Newfoundland. Canada (Figure 3. 1). The entire MBE encom-
passes some geographically disjunct units (i.e.•Avalon Peninsula, Burin Peninsula. east-
ern peninsulas. and coastal strip extending westward from White Bear River). Based on
spatial connectivity and caribou migratory pauerns.fh ese peninsular areas will not be
considered hereafter. However. the discontinuous portions of Central and Western New-
loundland Ecoregions located entirely within the MBE are included in the study area. The
MBE represents the primary historical wintering area lor 6 of the province's woodland
caribou "herds" (Bergcrud 1971). as defined by Caribou Management Areas (CMAs; i.e..
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Buchans Plateau. GafTTopsails. Grey River. Middle Ridge. Mount Peyton. and Pot Hill:
Figure 3.2: NLDEC 20 IDa. 20 IDb. 20 IOc. 20 IOd. 2010e. 20 IOf). Under the current man-
agement regime. the MBE contains roughly one-third of ew foundland's primary core
area for caribou and a comparable proportion of secondary core area (Stantec Consulting
Ltd. 2011).
The MBE is characterized by heath barrens interspersed with peatlands and dense
patches of stunted balsam fir and spruce. The climate exhibits thin winter snow cover.
high wind exposure. and regular. dense fog (Damman 1(83). Summers are cool and wet:
winters are mild relative to surrounding ecoregions. Frequent soil frost and a history of
fire prevent substantial forest regeneration in this area (Meades 1(8 3). Existing forested
areas are typically restricted to the steep sided valleys and some hill slopes (Figure 3.3).
3.2.2. Coyote Locution Data
Researchers with the Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife Division instrumented
26 coyotes with Lotek GPS 4400 Global Positioning System (GPS) collars (Lo rek Wire-
less. Inc.. Newmarket. 0 ) between 2005 and 2009 within the MBE. I censored coyotes
with less than 100 days of successful monitoring from all analyses. Global Positioning
System recording schedules varied among individual collar deployments. so I filtered the
entire dataset to a -l-hour relocation schedule. This schedule represents the highest stand-
ardized relocationfrequencyacrossa lli ndividuals.S tandardized sampling is important to
control for effec ts of autocorrelation within the dataset (Otis and White 1999: de Solla et
al. 1999: Fieberg 2007a). Fix rates at this interval were 88.1 ± 1.6% (x ± SE) among in-
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dividual coyotes. Two coyotes had respective gaps in GpS records 01'9 and 68 days due
to collar failure prior to replacement. Both individuals were retained for analysis. but it
should be noted that this may affect results for early-winter space usc especially concern-
ingth e 68-dayd ata gap. The4-h our relocationd ataw ere then filtered to remove the most
likely erroneous data based on limited information (D'eon and Delparte 2005; Lewis et
al . 2007; Tobler 2009). All locations with >4 satellite vehicles (3-dimensional) were
filtered to a maximum dilution of precision (DOl') allowance of 10; locations with 3
satellite vehicles (2-dimensional) were filtered to a maximum DOl' of 5. Quality filtering
resulted in an additional 5.8 ± 0.7% data loss among individuals. Fix success rate and loc-
ation quality were highly correlated (R2 = 0.499) within individual collar deployments.
The data retained for these analyses (41,983 locations) included 10 female and II male
coyotes: 18adults (:::2 years old). 13 yearlings ( 1-2 years old) and 2 pups t I year old).
Some individuals arc represented in multiple age classes as they transitioned from pups to
yearlings and yearlings to adults (Table 3.1). Monitoring for each individual ranged from
140 to 758 days.
3.2.3. Home Range Overlap
In order to assess whether coyotes maintained seasonal home range fidelity. I cal-
culated home ranges imilarityacrossscasonso na n individualbasis using Bhattacharyya's
atlinity. Bhattacharyya'satlinity is a function of the product of two distributions that can
be used to quantify the degree of similarity between utilization distributions (UDs: Bhat-
tacharyya 1943: Fiebergand Kochanny 2005). Values of Bhattacharyya's affinity range
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from 0 (no overlap) to I (identi cal distributi ons). Seaso ns were deline ated based on cari-
bou migration trend s (Mah oney and Schaefer 2002) with designated cutoff date s o f May
10 and No vember I . Summer repre sent s the ca lving and post-calvin g peri od for caribou
when ca lf predation is known to be high (Blake 2006 : Tr indade et al, 20 11). Winte r rep-
resent s the period of large- scale agg rega tion with anecdo ta l evide nce that predati on may
be ca using significant added mortalit y. Beginnin g of summer as designated here a lso co r-
responds with approximate parturit ion date of coyo tes in Newfound land (Blak e 2006) .
Where I am primarily concerned with the influence o f coy otes on overw intering ca ribou
popul ations , this biologic al discreti zation is most inform ative (Kie et al. 20 10) . 1de-
ve loped individua l seaso na l UD estim ates o f hom e range using kern el density es timation
(KDE) procedur es with the ade habitatHR package (Ca lenge 20 II ) in R (v. 2. 11. 1: R De-
velopment Co re Team 20 I0). In most cases the least-squ ares cross -va lida tion KD E
meth od failed to conv erge. a situat ion that has been noted by other researchers with high
volume location data (e .g., Hem son et al. 2005 : Git zen et al. 2006). Ther efore , I used the
refer ence smoo thing param eter for all KDE home range calculations to maintain co nsist-
ency amo ng indi vidu als. A lthough the referen ce meth od tend s to ove r-s moo th data. it
prov ides a more co nserva tive es timate of hom e range (B6rgere lal . 2006) . I ex pec t the
ove r-smoo thing tend ency to minimi ze KD E diff erences across sea so ns leadin g to a more
co nservat ive es timate o f possibl e shifting pattern s of use. For my purp oses. actual hom e
range size was not an issue , but rather the chan ges in shape and extent o f the hom e range
over time. I ca lculated Bhatt acha ryya's affinity o f pooled and chro no log ica l seaso na l UDs
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for each individual usingth e adehabitatHR package. I also evaluated home range similar-
ity within each season (i.e.. summer and winter) across years as a measure of spatial sta-
bility for each individual.
3.2.-1. Random Location Data
In addition to temporal changes in space use. I investigated the specific habitat as-
sociations of coyotes in the MBE. Utilization distributions have been suggested as an ef-
fective approach tod elineavailabilit y in habitat studies (Kiee / al. 20 10) in order to limit
bias in the pseudo-absence sample (Phillips et al, 2009). Following this premise, 1gener-
ated random points within the 99% volume contour of each individual's UD plus a buffe r
area equal to the 95th percentile 4-hour movement distance over the entire monitoring
period. This area was selected to represent the entire area with which each coyote had ex-
perience and reasonable opportunity to select spatial locations for continued use within
the sampling period. I used least-squares cross-validation smoothing parameters to de-
velop the individual KDE-based UDs for random point selection. The least-squares cross-
validation method has lower bias (Seaman and Powell 1996). but is likely to produce
fragmented UDs due to under-smoothing with large data sets (Kie et al. 2010). Fieberg
(2007b) recommended less smoothing with large sample size. something that is accom-
plished with least-squares cross-validation relative to the reference method. The frag-
mentation issue disappeared following the buffering procedure in all but 3 cases (transi-
cnt individuals). I implemented UD methods for these habitat analyses with l Iawth's
Tools (Beyer 2007) in MeG IS (v. 9.3: ESRI 2008).
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Within each bufTered UD. I generated twice as many random points as there were
filtered GPS telemetry locations. Random points were distinct for each individual regard-
less of bufTered UD spatial overlap. Data masking (i.e., portions of GIS layers excluded
from sampling) was limited to raster pixels representing oeean (i.e, random points that
were classified as ocean from land cover and shoreline data were excluded as valid loca-
tionsbecau scthe ocean in this region is free from ice coverthrou ghoutthe year).P oints
on freshwaterb odics were retained as these areas are commonly used during the winter
months (i.e, when icec overcd) by coyotes for travel and possibly for hunting ungulate
prey.
3.2.5. Landscape Data
I followed the general approach to habitat modelling of using rcadily available
datasets to rank likelihood of use by coyotes in the MBE. Topographic parameters often
function as surrogates for more direct gradient variables due to micro-climatic and biotic
community associations. but tend to limit functional geographic extent of modcis (Guisan
and Zimmermann 2000). I extracted elevation. slope, and aspect data from the Canada3D
digital elevation model (NRC 200 I). As an alternative means of classifying topography. I
incorporated topographic convergence index (TCI) valucsgc ncrated byS kinner(2 011)
for the island of Newfoundland, The TCI is a proxy for surface moisture based solely on
DEM components slope, aspect. and steepness. High values of TCI represent highly
drained areas and low values represent arcaso f moisturc collection. lu scd land cover
classification values from the Earth Observation for Sustainable Development of Forcsts
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(EOSD) dataset (Wulder el al. 2004) to represent plant communities in the MBE. It has
been noted that the EOSD data may not be as reliable as provincial forest resource in-
ventory data for the island ofNewfoundland (Saunders 20 I 0). but the EOSD dataset is
the most comprehensive for classifying land cover in the MBE. due to the lack of forest
cover in this region. Following previously stated hypotheses of caribou refugia and
coyote hunting success. I created distance rasters from nearest w aterb ody of 5h a.1 ha,
and any surface water as delineated in the National Hydro Network (NRC 2007a). I as-
sessed potential avoidanceo f higher human use areas by creating a distance from nearest
road raster using the National Road Network (NRC 2007b). These layers were sampled at
all random and GPS telemetry locations using the GIS.
3.2.6. Predictive Distrib ution Models
Point attributes from the habitat data described above were used to determine the
best predictive model of coyote habitat use from the existing data. I explored both gener-
alized linear mixed-effect models and boosted regression trees (BRT) to maximize pre-
dictive success with the available habitat data lo r the MBE. Boosted regression tree mod-
els outperformed generalized linear mixed-effect models based on predictive performance
with an independent dataset (see Chapter 2). In fact, the mixed-effect model predictions
were no better than random. indicating limited explanatory power at the population level.
Therefore . in this chapter I report only BRT results.
Boosted regression trees are algorithmic models tor identifying patterns in data.
This exploratory approach makes no assumptions about data structure or underlying dis-
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tributions. The BRT model is a forward. stagewise series of decision trees constructed
from the pseudo-residuals of the preced ing tree (see Friedman (200 1. 2002). Ridgeway
(2007). and Elith et al. (2008) for complete details). This type of tree-based algorithmic
model is robust to missing data. non-l inear response. and high- level interactions (De'ath
and Fabricius 2000) while predicting beyond the range of training data (Hastie et al .
2009).
I followed the recommendati ons of Hastie et al . (2009) and Ridgeway (2007) to
set BRT algorithm parameters (see Chapter 2 for details). The BRT model was implemen-
ted in R using the gbm package (Ridgeway 2010) with additional code (Elith et al . 2008)
to minimize the cross-validation deviance as a means to optimize number of trees in the
final model,
3.2.7. Model Evaluation
Model evaluation was incorporated at two stages. During model calibration. 10-
fold cross-validation of the bag fraction (subset of data used to construct the decision
tree) wasu sedto assesspredictiveperformance at eachiteration. In addit ion. I withheld
approximately 25% of the location data for evaluation purposes. These evaluation data
were temporally independent of the calibration data and composed of locations from 3 in-
dividuals within the training data and 4 new individuals (see Chapter 2 for details). A new
set of random locations was generated to correspond to this withheld evaluation data fol-
lowing the same procedures as above. I assessed predictive performance of the BRT
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model using this temporally independent data with the area under the relative operating
characteristic curve (AUC) using the ROCR package (Sing et al . 2009).
I also assessed accuracy across the range of values with correct classification rate
using the ROCR package. This metric was employed to quantify the ability of the model
to distinguish between binary classes. not to determine any threshold value for classitica-
tion of sites. Threshold values are olten misleading inth at correct classification rate is de-
pendent on prevalence (Fielding and Bell 1997). The design oft his study dictated a pre-
valence of 33% within the dataset. Thus, any point where accuracy is above 67% indic-
ates ani mprovemento ver randomc hance.
3.3. Results
3.3. 1. HOllie Range Over lap
There was substantial spatial nux in coyote seasonal home ranges through the
study period. Values of Bhattacharyya's affinity ranged from 0.23 to 0.96 across all
seasons and individuals (Appendix C). Individual coyote home range overlap didn ot
differ significantly (F, 180 = 0.14, P = 0.97) between seasons (0.784 ± 0.037 (x ± SE);
summer and winter locations pooled across years). within seasons across years (winter =
0.748 ± 0.030; summer = 0.765 ± 0.111), through consecutive seasons (0.763 ± 0.022),
and among all seasons (0.765 ± 0.017). Two outliers in the dataset were both second year
males that may have been transient rather than territorial.
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3.3.2. Predicting Coyote Distribution
The BRT model that I develop ed indicates that unmeasur ed qua ntitie s have a
strong effect on coyo te space use in the MBE as ind icated by the variab le for individ ual
being most infl uent ial (Table 3.2). Amo ng measur ed quant ities. d istance to nearest road .
eleva tion. distance to wa ter bod y (2:.I hal, EOS D land cover class. and d istance to large
wa ter bod y (2:.5 hal were most influ ent ial to the BRT model (F igures 3.4-3.8). Each of
these predi ctors was inco rpora ted in more than 5% of the 650 0 boosted trees that made
up the final model.
Other predict ors includ ed in the BRT model were not very influential. These in-
clude ca lenda r yea r as a mean s to contro l for annua l variations. coyo te age class to de-
termine if pup s or likely dispersin g j uveni les used the landscape in a di fferent mann er
from adults. and sex . Each of these 3 "control't predict ors was se lected in fewer than
2.5% of constit uent trees. The topog raph ic compo ne nts - slope. aspect. and TC I - along
wi th dista nce to surface water each contributed less than 4% (Figures 3.9-3.12). Distance
to surface wa ter has a very limited range of va lues in th is wet cl ima te and poorl y drained
landscape. Most import ant from a caribo u eco logy perspective was the effect o f seaso n
onspace use. Somewhatsurprising ly. season was included in j ust over 1% of tree s in the
mod el. Interestingly. sex and season were foun d to have no r significa nt't contr ibution ac-
co rdi ng to the simplification process o f Elith et al, (2008: see Chapter 2 lor simplified
BRT mode l results).
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3.3.3. Model Evaluation
The strong relative influence of individual in the BRT model indicated that I was
missing important predictors for characterizing coyote space use. Within the training
data. the BRT performed extremely well (l O-fold cross-validation AUC = 0.92). Inde-
pendent test data indicated much higher uncertainty in predictions. When accounting lor
known individual variation in space use. the model reliably predicted future coyotel oca-
tions (AUC > 0.7), whereas model predictions for previously unknown individuals were
no better than random (AUC ::::: 0.5: Figure 3.13). Thus. my BRT model results are likely
limited in inferential power to assess predictions outlined in the introduction. CutoITval-
ues varied over the possible range of values and exhibited a peak correct classification
rate near 68% (Figure 3. 14).T his measure indicates little improvernent over random
chance as the peak in accuracy is only slightly above prevalence within the dataset.
Again. the modest success of the BRT model is likely a product ofinsuffic ient causal in-
put data.
The BRT model predicted 2 primary areas of coyote use in the central MBE (Fig-
ure 3. 15).The central portion of the Middle Ridge CMA contained a concentration ofrel-
atively high-usc predictions. although the area to the cast of Eastern Meelpaeg in the Bay
du Nord Wilderness Reserve was predicted as low relative usc. An even greater concen-
tration of high-usc was predicted in the central Grey River CMA across the plateau from
the head of Bay de Vieux to the head ofFa cheux Bay. Interestingly, while both of these
areas arc historically important caribou wintering areas. the intensity of coyote usc is
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more dispersed during the winter period. Relative low-use areas were predicted along the
immediate coastline and through the centre of the study area. These low-use predictions
likely retlectth e negative associa tion of coyotes to both roads and developed areas shown
in the partial dependence plots (Figures 3.4. 3.7). Large lakes also stand out as predicted
low-use during all seasons. Besides these areas there was a general pattern of moderate
use across the MBE. interspersed with both high and low use patches. Little difference
can be seen between seasons or sexes as indicated by the relative intluencemeasures
(Table 3.2) and spatial predictions of use (Figure 3.15).
3A. Discussio n
My research focused on the individual scale of coyote spatial dynamics to address
the question of response to seasonal caribou abundance. Results indicated that a certain
level of change is constant and no seasonal oscillation of space use occurs in relation to
pre)' influx in the form of wintering caribou. Similarity in home range overlap through
time suggests that some constant level of spatial flux to exploit resources in specilicareas
occurs within the MBE coyote population rather than distinct seasonal shifts. In particu-
lar. Bhattacharyya's affinity identified changes in distr ibutions (i.e.. KDE of usc) that
translate to the combined effects of changes in home range boundaries and intensity of
usc. Likely what I observed was individuals tracking changes in resource availability
through time similar to other coyote populations (e.g.. Kitchen et al. 2000). I did not spe-
citically invcstigate age or social class as factors influencing individual home range over-
lap. Thus. it is likely that transient individuals were also rnon itored during this study and
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may account for the extremely low Bhattacharyya's affinity values seen ina few cases
(Appendix C). While there may have been some adjustment to boundaries. most of the
shifts were more likely due to within territory changes reflecting local resource availabil-
ity. This is based on casual observation as I did not quantify absolute size of home ranges
or proximity of conspecifics. The high degree of individual overlap indicated that coyotes
were not making major shills to congregate in areas of high caribou density. Coyotes in
other areas have been found to alter use patterns within territories when concentrated and
abundant food resources arc present (Crete e/al. 200 1;Youn g e/ al . 2008). Though it is
notable that highest ungulate density does not always indicate highest hunting effort by
coyotes (Patterson et al , 1998), I did not have spatial data regarding caribou density to
test this possible correlation specifically. In either possible scenario I cannot exclude the
hypothesis that coyotes arc focused on hunting caribou during winter in the MBE with
these data alone.
The more influential BRT model predictors may provide useful insight to how and
why coyotes are using the MBE landscape. Coyotes monitored for this research exhibited
a negative response to roads within 8 km (Figure 3.4). Part of this response may be re-
lated to the limited number of roads within the MBE, basically representing the perimeter
of the study area. However. these roads do provide human access to the MBE and may
truly be avoided due to harvest pressure on coyotes. Elevation response was also detenn -
incd to be negative helow 150 m (Figure 3.5). Elevation may function as a surrogate for
proximity to coastline where small communities exist within the MBE. Alternatively.
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coyotes may be selecting for high points within home ranges for calling. territory mark-
ing. or visual opportunity. Coyotes in this study tended to be found closer to water bodies
thought to be large enough to provide escape opportunity for caribou in the ice-free
period (? I ha: Figure 3.6). Land cover class was equally important to distance to water
body in predicting where collared coyotes would be found. Coyotes in this study showed
an allinit y for tall shrub. herbaceous ground cover. dense broad-leaf forest. and dense and
open mixed-wood forest cover types (Figure 3.7). Finally. proximity to large water bodies
(?5ha) seemedto onlyhaveanetl'ect atdi stancesgreaterthan 3km (Figure 3.8).
Coyotes tended to avoid locations at this greater distance possibly showing a preference
for these larger water bodies for travel and hunting of caribou when they are ice covered.
Effects were also found among some of the less influential linear predictors of
coyote space use. While these predictors did not contribute information to many of the
trees in the BRT model. their effec t on classifying coyote spatial distribution may still be
important. Coyotes in the central MBE appeared to avoid slopes steeper than 17 degrees
(Figure 3.9). Among the lower slope angles. the model indicated that use was highest up
t0 5 degrees and tended to decrease upt o 17 degrees before a sharp decline. This may re-
flect both the ease of locomotion on lower angle slopes as well as thelimited availability
of higher angle slopes on the landscape. Steep slopes arc often densely forested in the
case of the river valleys or largely devoid ofvege tation as rocky outcroppings and cliffs
within the MBE. No apparent trend was found in coyote response to aspect of slope (Fig-
ure 3.IO).Thelowinfluen ce onthemodel andwildl yllu ctuatingr esponse likely reflected
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rand om use o f a ll aspec ts as a result o f coyote asso ciation with low slope angle s. In term s
o f proximit y to all mapp ed surface water (i.e.. lake s. pond s. rivers , and streams). coyo tes
tend ed to be located nearer to wat er with a steady decline to a distance 01'500 m (Figure
3. 11). T his was similar to the trend noted for prox imit y to sma ll wat er bodi es and ma y
also relle ct a preferen ce for flat areas that tend to accumulate wat er in sma ll pond s and
pools. Coyote response to TCI was high ly varied, but exhibited a gradua l positi ve trend
through out the range o f value s (Fi gur e 3.12). Additionally, it appeared that coyotes
avoided area s with TCI below I. possibl y due to the se locati ons repre senting standing
The four lowe st ranked predict ors repre sented a combined intluen ce oflessthan
5% in my BRT model. Dem ographi c gro ups (se x and age) are unlikel y to provide insig ht
to space use by coyote s at the popul ation level in the MB E. Easte rn coyo tes in parti cul ar
tend to form coh esive family gro ups tha t travel and fora ge as a unit (Harrison 1992 ; Pat-
terson and Messier 200 I). This behav iour should mean that all indi vidual s within any
famil y group will have very similar pattern s of resour ce utili zat ion at the sca le of this
study. Variati on in the MB E is likely occ urring at a finer scale than the temp oral parti-
tion s (sea son and year) used in this model. Spatial variationat the eco rcg iona l scale prob-
ably dete rmine s more o ft he direct indi vidu al response .
Many habitat model s dev eloped for coyo tes and other ca rn ivore species focu s
largel y on land cover type s. Mu ch o f th is resear ch has taken a coarse-grain ed app roach to
cla ssificati on and has found that rural agricultural area s prov ide superior coyote habitat
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compared to forested areas (Crete et al. 2001; Gompper 2002). Finer-grained approaches
to modelling habitat within individual home ranges generally incorporate a wider array of
potential variables. These include proximity to roads. structures and water.p recipitation.
topography. anthropogenic disturbance history and structural vegetation metrics (Gomp-
per 2002; Kays et al. 2008; Boisjoly et al. 20 10). The importance of these various metrics
in predicting coyote habitat are often in opposition within the literature depending on the
researchers'd efinitions and level of resolution. For example. roads may be negatively as-
sociated with coyote use when defined as high traffic corridors (Gornppcr2002; Kays et
al.2 008), but positivelyasso ciated when they are used bycoyo tes for travel in rnore re-
mote settings (Gornpper 2002; Kolbe et al, 2007).
Another confounding factor in coyote habitat modelling has been the changing
predictor associations through time. for example varied responses to land cover (Litvaitis
and Harrison 1989; Person and Hirth 1991). Often these variations have been attributed to
either changes in density of the primary prey (Murray et al. 1994; Carroll et al. 2000). the
generalist diet of coyotes (Litvaitis and Harrison 1989). or annual life cycle requirements
(Person and Hirth 1991). One approach to accounting for these changes has recently
emerged in the form of mechanistic models. Moorcroft et al. (2006) found that prey
abundance in a spatially explicit model provided significantly betterpredictionsth an a
model with a more common proxy measure of terrain.
Available data often limit the applicability of any RSM.Th el andscaped ata I used
for this study were no exception. Minimal gradient range. patchy distribution of gradients
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on the landscape. and coarse resolution of data relative to line scale of the actual gradient
all proved to restrict the insight into individual behavioural response. The minimal gradi-
entra ngesca n be visualized in the random point attributes (decile plots in Figures 3...1-
3. 12). Surrogate data such as I used for the BRT model are likely to be less successful
with these shallow gradients (Austin 2002). Extensive forest cover. slope. and range in el-
evationa reco ncentrated in the majo r riverva lleys(F igure3 .3).T hese predictorse xem-
plify patchy distribution of gradients on the landscape. Many habitat features inlluencing
coyote behavioural responses (e.g.• topographic features) are likely not captured at the
coarse resolution of available datasets. Saunders (2010) describes how this could be the
case with EOSD classification of the ecosystem in Newfoundland.
Forest structural components are not as relined in satellite image based EOSDas
the provincial forest inventory (Saunders 2010). This may affect modelled outcomes
where reflectance values fail to provide distinction among habitat that are perceived very
differently by animals on the landscape. For example. Kays et al, (2008) showed the im-
portance of the structural components of forest stands in predicting coyote usc. The struc-
tural components such as stem density. line scale edges. and tree height arc possibly in-
Ilucntial factors affect ing coyote movements. Further relinements or increased coverage
of existing land cover datasets could dramatically improve model performance with in-
clusion of these variables.
Evaluation criteria underscored the idea that the most important factors determin-
ing coyote space usc are missing. Unmeasured influences were strongest in this coyote
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RSM (e.g.. individual behavioural response. relative prey density within home range).
Area under the curve values indicate that overfitting may have been an issue with my
BRT model (Vaughan and Ormerod 2005). Cross-validation prediction estimates per-
formed very well: prediction of known individuals in a new time period were moderate:
and predictions to new indiv iduals were poor. This further implies that gradient data were
inadequate for prediction rathcrthan model overfitting per ve.
Generalists pecies represcnt particularly challcngings ubjcc ts for modelling ina
novel landscape (Seoane et al. 2005: Evangelistae/ al. 2008). Defining the ecological
niehe for coyote in the MBE follows this pattern. Home-range-level habitat modelling
with landscape-level GIS data tends to limit ecological insight , but can provide a useful
starting point for directing further research efforts. Ground-truthing remotely-sensed
datasetscan be labour intensive and financially prohibitive, particularly in remote loca-
tions where individual animals roam over expansive arcas. Focusing efforts with baseline
models should facilitate targeting of sampling efforts to refine resource selection models.
The "hot spots" identified in my BRT model of coyote habitat (i.e.. Midd le Ridge and
Grey River CMAs) could be used as focal areas to collect more detailed data concerning
potential drivers of coyote space use in the MBE. These hot spots may correspond to his-
torical calving grounds. but recent information indicates that calving has become much
more dispersed in recent years (NLD EC 2009).
Factors other than those I investigated in creating this BRTm odel are likely af-
feeling coyote space use in the MBE. Onc major influence that was omitted due to lack of
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existing data was resource density. It has been shown that coyotes spatial patternsofte n
mirror those of their primary prey species (Carroll et al. 2000: Kays et at. 2008). Comple-
mentary to this similarity in spatial patterns is the idea that coyote space use may also re-
llect prey density across the landscape and through time (Mills and Knowlton 1991: Pat-
terson and Messier 200 I). As a generalist predator. coyotes regularly alter their diets de-
pendent on available foods. This dietary shift may be seen both seasonally (Appendix A)
and throughout cycles of prey abundance (O'Donoghue el at. 1998a.b; Stoddart et at.
200 I). Therefore, I would expect that some of the predictive power lacking in my final
RSM may be attributed to spatio-temporal variability in diet composition and prey abund-
Coyote habitat is known to reflect prey habitat coupled with vulnerability
(O'Donoghue et al. 1998a: Patterson et at. 1998). The current lack of knowledge concern-
ing prey habitat in the MBE added another layer of challenge to modelling. While limited
prey species are available to coyotes in Newfoundland (see review in Chapter I). these
prey also occupy non-typical habitats. The patches of stunted conifer growth common
throughout the MBE are generally quite small. often highly dispersed. and uncharacter-
istic of habitats occupied by snowshoe hare (Lepus americanusi or red squirrel t Tamias-
ciurus hudsonicusi. Regardless. these two species were frequently seen in coyote diets in
the MBE (Appendix A). Voles also appeared in the summer diet of coyotes. Due to a re-
cent introduction and population expansion of red-backed voles (Myodes gapperi i u:
Newfoundland. native meadow vole (M icro l l/s pennsylva nicus terraenova ei ecology is
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likely in a state of dram atic change (Hea rn et al. 2006) . Overa ll th is lack of prey know-
Icdge fails to inform a more deta iled model of coyo te habitat.
Prey density does not necessar ily imply huntin g success . Variation in prey vulner-
ability due to vegetation structure. snowpac k, and land scape geo mo rpho logy can also
play an important ro le (Murray et al. 1994 : Kays et al. 200 8). Indi vidu al coyo tes will
likely mod ifythcir behaviour to have the highe st success rate of acquiring food item s ba l-
anced with the reward o f those items (Patter son et al. 1998) . This aga in lead s to ady-
namic spat ial proce ss through time dependent on relativ e den sity o ffood iterns coupled
with their access ibility.
Additiona l factors that ma y be a ffecting coyote space use in the MB E includ e en-
vironmental co nd itions and co mpet itive interact ions. Snow depth and hardn ess can a lter
coyo te habit at use in both restrictin g movem ent s (M urray et al, 1994 : Gese et al . 1996)
and increas ing prey vulnerabi lity (Patte rso n and Messier 2003) . These e ffects can interact
to compli catethe observedresponse atdifferent scales (Kays et a I. 200 8). Nega tive inter-
specific interac tions obse rved in western North America (Carro ll et al. 2000: Berger and
Gese 2007) may be somewhat limited in Newfo undland due to the abse nce of wo lves.
How ever. dietary ove rlap with lynx . foxes. and black bears may have some level o f inll u-
ence on coyo te movem ent s. Co nspeci fic avoidance is likely more important in the MB E
as this type o f intera ction has been shown to shape coyo te spat iaI dynami cs throu ghout
their range (e .g., Me ssier and Barrette 1982: Patter son and Messier 200 I: Moorcroft ct al.
2006).
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Cosmopolitan habits of the coyote may represent a rare ecological case of the ex-
treme generalist. but therefore make a useful case study in modelling, A species native to
the western United States, coyotes have expanded and thrived across the continent fol-
lowing the widespread extirpation of wolves and habitat fragmentationa saresult ofagri-
cultural and forestry development (Moore and Parker 1992; Gompper 2002; Boisjoly et
al. 20 I0). Newfoundland is no exception to this. but does provide another example of the
speciesudaptive capabilities, both crossing sea ice in what was likely a multi-day trek
(Moore and Parker 1992) as well as inhabiting al andscaped epauperate in typical prey.
The extreme home range sizes reported for Newfoundland (Blake 2006) are likely a re-
flection of the limited resource availability that coyotes have encountered since coloniz-
ingt he island. This may again lead to a necessity in beingageneralist. lt hasbee no b-
served that even Canada lynx, one of North America's most studied specialists (Aubry et
al. 1999; Mowat et al. 1999) have taken on more of a generalist role on the island of
Newfoundland, including exploitation of abundant caribou calves during the summer
months (Saunders 1963; Bergerud 1971).
Based on landscape geometry, RSMs can incorrectly define selection of locations
used in transition only (Moorcroll elal. 2006). Coyotes by nature are cursorial animals. a
trait that may bem agnilied in the MBEw here homera nges areexpansive. Potential for
patchy distribution of prey or long distance movements between prey encounters due to
low density of food items will compound any effects of improper identification of sites
selected by coyotes. Repeated observations of coyotes within the MBE travelling long
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distances (several kilometres) in a straight-line path (J. Neville . per.l'o /lal cOI/III/1l11ica l io /l )
support this concept. In light of this lack of inlor mation regarding behaviour at any given
location. inference to selection at that location is limited. Diet analysess uggest the im-
portance of ungulate carrion in coyote diets. This food source is likely discovered from
extensive olfactory searching (Wells and Bekoff 1982) and notnccc ssarily tied to any
particular landscape feature ifthc carrion isa rcsult ofthe recreational hunting season.
Relative abundance of carrion on the landscape may also alter coyote hunting behaviour
and thus any assessment of space usc.
3../.1. Mana gement Impli cation s
This research has shown that coyote predation risk for overwintering caribou is
likely much less than what has been suggested from anecdotal evidence. While I cannot
rule out intense localized effects. I did not find evidence to support the hypothesis that
coyotes are actively targeting winter aggregations of caribou to the point of altering
coyote territorial structure. Instead I found that individual variation is extremely high. in-
dicating that individual coyotes are adapting to localized conditions and likely exploiting
the most abundant and vulnerable food resources at a finer scale. This fits with what oth-
ers have found regarding exploitation of highly vulnerable neonate caribou calves
(Trindade elal. 2011).
What all of this may mean (orll1anagcll1entof atruc gcneralistinthis landscape is
thc necessity to track prey availability in one form or anotherOngoingautumn and
winter diet analysis suggests a dynamic response both seasonal]y and across years by
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coyotes (McGrath et al. 2010). Additional data collected as part of this study investigated
summer coyote diet and further highlights the breadth of seemingly opportunistic food
exploitation (Appendix A). This dynamic response to food availability implies a necessar-
ily spatio-temporal response to management of coyotes dependent on ecological and soci-
etal goals. A relatively static habitat model will be of limited value compared to the much
more difficult and costly option of dynamic resource modelling. While determining
mechanisms of coyote spatial associations may be challenging. the information gained for
adaptively managing impactso n prey populations may prove worthwhile.
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Table 3.1. Individual GPS collared coyote age class representation in the central Maritime
Barren Ecosystem of Newfoundland during the study period. 2005-2009.
Age e)asses '
Y,A
Y,A
Y,A
A
J ;~~~I~scoyotc was given a unique identifying number: 100 series for females. 200 series for
~ Age classes were assigned as P = pup « I year). Y = yearling ( 1·2 years). andA = adult
(>2 ycars) hascdo nc stimatcd hirthda tco fA pril l.
10 1
Table 3.2. Relative contribution o f predict or variables from boosted regression tree model
o f coyote resource selection in the centr al Maritime Barren s Eco reg ion o f Newfoundland .
Cov'Iyp
d \\"ater5ha
Slope
Aspect
Age
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Figure 3.1. Maritim e Barren s Ecoregion of Newfoundland (highlighted) with the central
portion representin g the study area for this research outlined in red. The island of New-
foundl and is highlighted in the inset map of Canada .
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Figure 3.2. Caribou Management Areas (CMA) of the island of Newfo undland desig-
nated by the Department of Environment and Conserva tion, Wildlife Division. High-
lighted CMAs (Buchans [Bu], Gaff Topsails [GT], Grey River [GR], Middle Ridge [MR],
Mount Peyton [MP] and Pot Hill [PH]) are included in this research as representative of
caribou populations that overlap with GPS monitored coyote s.
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Figure 3.3. Aerial view offorest and barrens typica l of the centra l Maritime Barrens Eco -
region of Newfo undland. Fores ted areas are generally restricted to steep-sided va lleys (a)
and protected slopes (d). Barrens (b, c) make up the majority of the study area compose d
of heathlands and peatlands interspersed with water bodi'es of various sizes ,
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Distance to Road (km)
Figure 3.4 . Part ial depend ence plot for dis tance to nearest road as predi ctor o f coyo te
space use in the centra l Marit ime Barrens Eco reg ion of Newfo undland. Distance to
nearest road was included by the regression tree algorithm in 19.9%of6500 trees in the
model. Tic k marks at top of plot area represe nt deciles of data .
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Elevation (m)
Figure 3.5. Part ial dependence plot for e leva tio n as predictor of coyo te space use in the
centra l Ma ritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfo und land. Elevat ion was inc luded by the re-
gressio n tree algori thm in 10.0% o f 6500 trees in the model. Tick marks at top o f plot
area represent deciles of data.
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Distance to Wate rbody > 1 ha (km)
Figure 3.6. Parti al depend ence plot for distance to nearest body of wate r ~ I ha as pre-
dicto r of coyo te space use in the centra l Marit ime Barren s Eco regio n of Newfo undland .
Distance to nearest body of water ~ I ha was includ ed by the regression tree a lgor ithm in
6.0% of6500 trees in the mode l. Tick marks at top of plot area represe nt deciles of data .
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EOSD Land Cover Class
Figure 3.7. Partial dependence plot fo r Earth Observation of the Sustainable Develop-
ment of Forests (EOSD) land cover class as predictor of coyote space use in the central
Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland. EOSD land cover class was included by
the regression tree algorithm in 6.0% of650 0 trees in the model.
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Distance to Wa terbody > 5 ha (km)
Figur e 3.8. Part ial depend ence plot lor distance to nearest body o f water ~ 5 ha as pre-
dictor of coyo te space use in the ce ntra l Maritim e Bar rens Ecoregion of New found land.
Distance to nearest body of water ~ 5 ha was included by the regression tree a lgor ithm in
5.7% of6500 trees in the model. Tic k ma rks at top of plot area repr esent deciles of data.
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Slope (degrees)
Figure 3.9. Partial dependence plot for slope as predict or of coyo te space use in the cent-
ral Maritime Barren s Ecoreg ion of ewfoundland. Slope was included by the regression
tree algorithm in 4.0% of 6500 trees in the model. Tick marks at top of plot area repre sent
deciles of data ,
III
Aspect (degrees from N orth)
Figu re 3. 10. Partial depe nde nce plot for aspect o f slope relative to nort h as predictor o f
coyote space use in the centra l Marit ime Barren s Ecore gion o f Newfo undland. Aspect of
slope wa s included by the regression tree algori thm in 3.9% o f 6500 trees in the mode l.
Tic k marks at top of plot area represe nt deciles ofd ata.
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Distance to Surface Water (km)
Figure 3.ll . Partial dep enden ce plot for distance to nearest surface water as predictor of
coyote space use in the central Maritime Barrens Ecoreg ion of ewfoundland. Distance
to neare st surface water was included by the regression tree algorithm in 3.4% of 6500
trees in the model. Tick marks at top of plot area represent deci les of data ,
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Figu re 3. 12. Part ial depe ndence plot for topo graphic conver gence index as predict or o f
coyo te space lise in the central Maritime Barren s Eco reg ion o f Newfoundland . Topo-
graphic conv ergen ce index was includ ed by the regression tree algorithm in 3.0% 01'6500
trees in the model. Tick mark s at top of plot area repre sent decil esof da ta .
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Pooled Seas OilS Winter Summer
False positive rate
Figure 3.13. Relative operating characteristic (ROC) plots for prediction to an independ-
ent evaluation dataset from a boosted regression trees model of coyote resource selection
within the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland. Area under the (ROC)
curve (AUC) values provide of mcasure of reliability for model predictions under various
conditions (i.e.. all coyotes pooled. coyotes from the training data in a dilTerenttim e
period. and new coyotes in a different time period) for each seasonal model and pooled
predictions from both seasonal models.
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BRT M odel Predi ction
Figur e 3. 14. Cuto tTplot show ing the range of mod elled respo nse va lues for d ifferenti at-
ing used and non-u sed geog raphic locations from a boosted regre ssion tree (BRT) mod el
of resourc e se lection by coyotes in the centra l Maritime Barren s Eco reg ion of ew found-
land .
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Figure 3.15. Spatia l represe ntations of predicted female coyote use during summer (a)
and winter (b) from a boosted regression trees model for the central Maritime Barrens
Ecoregi on of New foundland. Blue and red colours represe nt predic ted areas of low and
high coyote use, respectively.
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Figure 3.15 (continued). Spatial representations of predicted male coyote use during sum-
mer (c) and winter (d) from a boosted regression trees model for the central Mar itime
Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland. Blue and red colours represent predicted areas of
low and high coyo te use, respectively.
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CHAPTER ·40SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSIONS
·U. Spatia l Modelling
My thesis has shown that incorporating disparate modelling approaches in the
studyofa biological system with unknown strength of associations between available
habitat data and species response can yield additional insight over a single model ap-
proachIn particular, I found that an algorithmic model can provide insight to underlying
biological processes beyond the scope of thco riginal dataset by functioning as a tool to
refine hypotheses for future research.
Generalized linear mixed-effect modcls can be highlyeffective in retining our un-
derstanding when basic correlations are known a priori. The mixed-effect structure can
account for autocorrelation and control for random effects so that we can more readily
determine the associations among the effects of interest. However. these models carry
some important distributional assumptions (Fieberg et al. 2009; O'Hara 2009). There is
also thc assumption of a linear relationship between response and explanatory variables.
Ensemble decision tree models are free from these assumptions of distribution and
linearr elationships,but the goal of accuratcprediction in no way implies causal mechan-
ism (Brciman200 1). However, accurate predictions can still function to guide short-term
management. Resultant model predictions can also be used to focus future efforts de-
signcd to identifya nd quantify theca usal mcchanisms ina morec Ilicient manncr.
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Removing as many statistical assumptions as possible will get us closer to idcnti-
fying limitingfac torsa tagivens patialsca le.b utwe relyo n underlyingeco logicalas -
sumptions in the relationship as well (O'Connor 2002). Recursive partitioning as a means
of finding patterns in data when mechanism is unknown can provide more information
regarding current relationships and directions for future research thanmaki ngass ump-
tions regarding ecological correlation in building confirmatory statistical models
(Hochachka er o/, 2007; Oppel et al. 2009).
Machine learning methods are data hungry and thus may have previously eluded
resource selection rnodcllcrs. We can make use of these emerging techniques now that the
availability of data has expanded with GPS collars collecting high volume location data
that can be combined with high resolution spatial datasets. Algorithmic models provide
us an opportunity to gain insight into spatial processes by identifying important variables.
Identifying these important surrogate variables should then allow us to more readily
transition from modelling constraints and correlation to modelling causation.
·U . Modelling Coyotes
I found that individual coyotes in the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion (MBE)
of Newfoundland maintain fairly static spatial patterns (Chapter 3) with home ranges
more than 10 times the size of what they are in historical coyote range (Bekoff and Gese
2003: McGrath et al. 20 10). ll owever, individual adaptabilitywa s evident within each
home range. Ididnot find specific within-home-range habitat associations that generalize
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to the population (see AUC values for prediction to new individuals in Chapter 3). The
lack of pattern in my models based on commonly used surrogate data (Chapter 2) is
likely due to individual behavioural adaptations to available resources in time and space.
I suggest that direct food resource data are essential to modelling coyotes effect-
ively in this landscape and should lead to improved predictions guiding management ac-
tion. Within the depauperate ecosystem of Newfoundland there exists a high degree of
spatio-temporal nux in food availability. The vast majority of the island's caribou migrate
between summer and winter range. Moose and caribou hunting seasons result in a flush
of carrion on the landscape. Snowshoe hare populations experience cyclical trends char-
acteristic of the species throughout the boreal region of Canada. though asynchronous
with mainland populations and with varying amplitude (Joyce 200 I ). Coyote populations
themselves experience substantial mortality from hunting and trapping (McGrath et al.
2010). whicho pens territoriesand reduces intraspecific resource competition at local
scales.
".3. Adaptation to Prey Abundance
Coyotes occupy a broad dietary niche throughout their range with Newfoundland
being no exception (Appendix A: McGrath et al, 20 10). The limited diversity of mam-
malian fauna available as food resources for coyotes (sec Chapter I for list of Newfound-
land mammals) coupled with the extraordinary size ofho me ranges (McGrath et al. 20 10)
indicates that food Iimitarion may be a significant factor in the ecology of coyotes on the
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island. Therefore any food resource is likely to be exploited to the greatest extent pos-
sible. This may exaggerate community-level effects of predation with temporal variation
in prey species distribution and abundance.
Accurate predictive models of prey species may be beneficial as inputs to coyote
spatial models (Kays et al. 2008). Adaptability is key to success at the most basic level of
individual fitness lo r coyotes likely at the extreme of their foraging niche in the MBE.
Generalist predators adapt to changes in prey density and vulnerability through time. The
temporal scale ofth ese changesc anh ave significantimpli cationsforb othpredatorand
prey dynamics (Owen-Smith and Mills 2008).
~.4. Implications for Caribou
Individual variationa mongcoyo tes's patial patterns could mask locally intense
caribou calf predation during the early summer months now that calving is more dis-
persed (NLDEC 2009). The MBE is a novel landscape and biological system for coyotes.
However. we know that landscape configuration and habitat interact with prey availabil-
ity to increase coyote predation pressure on caribou in managed forests (Boisjoly et al,
2010). Similar managed landscapes have been shown to be avoided by caribou in New-
loundlandirr espective ofpr edation (Schaefer andM ahoney 2007). Calf recruitment is
also negatively associated with disturbed forest landscapes (McCarthy et al. 20 II ). While
this is not really an issue in the MBE where little to no anthropogenic landscape modific-
atjon has occurred in the past century. other landscape characteristics may similarly affcct
caribou predation risk.
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Numerous researchers across coyote range have shown the strong association
between coyote space use and the availability and vulnerability of prey (e.g., Mills and
Knowlt on 1991; Murray et al. 1994;P attersonandMessier 2001).ldidn ottind any
strong indication of the coyote population in the MBE focusing efforts on hunting cari-
bou over othcrpreydurin gwint erm onths. While herbaceous cover types may have been
used for travel or hunting caribou. the association of coyotes with tall shrub and dense
broad-leaf covcrtypes (Chapter 3)m ay corrcspondwithhabitatu se by snowshoe hares,
My preliminary summer diet analysis (Appendix A) supports the idea that coyotes arc op-
portunisticforagerswith caribou as a substantial component of carly summer diet along
with snowshoe hare, birds, berri es.and voles.
4.5. Conclusions
In light of the factors outlined above and the fact that populations ofcoyo tcs have
continued to expand while caribou populations have declined dramatically. we need to
identify and quantify mechanisms driving coyote ecology on the island of Newfoundland.
Understanding the mechani sms of coyote behaviour will better inform management ac -
tion.M easuringdire ct gradientsi s often considered costprohibitive. but accounting the
cost ofG PS monitoring makes prey abundance measures a relatively reasonable addition
for the quality of information and resultant models. Determination ofco mmunity interac-
tions will require fol lowin g trends through timc as prey abundance changes (i .e.. snow-
shoe hare cycle, moose harvest levels. futureca ribou demogmphy).O nccca usal mechan-
isms have beeni dcntitieda nd measured. l1lcchanistic l1lodels(e .g.. Mitchell and Powell
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2004; Moorcroft and Barnett 2008) can be developed. This will allow researchers to pre-
dict the specitic outcome of population perturbations (Moorcroft e/ al . 2006).
II'caribou population deelines continue. mortality factors wilI need to be ad-
dressed. Simple population control measures for coyotes have been determined ineffect-
ive as a long-term solution for alleviating predation on caribou in Quebec (Mosnier et al.
2008). Therefore, habitat and alternative prey management may represent the most effica-
cious measures. Considering that habitat alteration is not an issue in the MBE, a focus on
the suite of prey species is warranted. Availability of moose careasses and vulnerability of
snowshoe hares may be increasing predation risk for caribou (Boisjoly et al. 20 I0). My
research provides a foundation in identifying areas requiring further investigation.lndi-
vidual variation is strongly affecting space use, but in that context other factors emerge as
influential as well. These landscape characteristics may hold more direct keys to coyote
resource selection such as food availability and protection from persecution.
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APPENDIX A. S MMER DIET OF COYOT ES IN THE BARRENS OF
NEWFO NDLAND
A.!. Introduction
Coyotes (Callis latrans t have recently colonized the island of Newfoundland
(Moore and Parker 1991) and may be having profound effects on natural communities.
One of the species that may be most negatively affected is the native woodland caribou
iRan gifer tarandu s caribou). Public and management interest follow assertions that
coyote predation is a major contributing factor in population declines (NLDEC 2008).
While much of the coyote ecological niche remains unknown (Chapter 3). there is some
evidence that coyotes are contributing to these dramatic caribou declines via calf mortal-
ity(T rindadee lal.l0 11).
While commonly considered to be the consummate generalist (Andelt 1987;
Bekoff and Gese 1003). coyotes are not purely opportunistic predators (MacCracken and
Hansen 1982). Multiple factors can influence coyote foraging behaviour including type
and level of human disturbance (Dumond et al. 2001). environmental conditions (Andelt
et al. 1987; Patterson et al. 1998). relative and absolute density of available prey (Bartel
and Knowlton 1005: Prugh 1005). and landscape type (Andelt et al . 1987; Tremblay et al.
1998). Therefore. the interplay of these and other factors affecting coyote foraging beha-
viour in Newfoundland can lead to dramatically different consequences for caribou.
Diet analysis can provide a basis forund erstandingth em echanisms driving carni-
vore ecology. Preliminary investigations of autumn and winter diets of coyotes in New-
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foundland from stomach contents of harvested individuals began in 2000 (Bridger 2005)
and have been well documented since 2005 (McGrath et al. 2010). This research has
shown that caribou makes up a significant proportion of coyote dietparticularly duriug
late-winter months. but is declining through time. Yet. there remains a knowledge gap re-
garding summer diets. This is a period of potentially high prey consumption as new pups
are born in a population with high reproductive rates (McGrath et al. 20 I0). Here. I
provide a snapshot of coyote summer diet from scat contents analysis. Scats offe r oppor-
tunity for non-invasive study of carnivore diets throughout the year (Seton 1925) and
have been shown to be a reliable indicator of coyote diet when compared with rnore dir-
ect evidence of foraging behaviour (Prugh 2005).
A.2. Methods
The Maritime Barrens Ecoregion (MBE) was selected as a study site by the New-
foundland and Labrador Wildlife Division for deployment of Global Positioning System
(GI'S) collars on coyotes. This ongoing research project facilitated collection of coyote
scats for my research. The MBE is the historical wintering ground for a large proportion
of the island's woodland caribou population (Bergerud 1971). Many other potential prey
species inhabit the MBE also (Chapter I). However. prey density estimates were not
available for these species across the study area. Thus. I fo cused solely on consumption
irrespective of availability.
Adequate sample sizes are required to develop accurate conclusions regarding diet
based on scat contents.The se sample sizest ypicallymu stb el arge. particularly for spc-
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cies with more generalist dietary habits (Trites and Joy 2005). I collected more than 83
scats from 2 1coyote GPS collar location clusters in the MBE during July 2009. Site vis-
its were conducted in conjunction with Newfoundland and Labrador Wildlife Division ef-
forts to obtain information on den habitat. reproductive success. and predation events. All
sites were classified based on evidence collected at the siteaseitherd en, feeding, orun-
known. The location cluster areas were searched and all putative coyote scats were col-
lected. Scats were individually bagged and stored ina freezer until processing.
Each frozen scat was dried in an oven at 60°C for a minimum of 48 hours. I
weighed scats as a means of standardizing content for biomass. I soaked scats in water for
12 hours or longer to aid break down. then rinsed each scat through a 0.5 mm sieve to ex-
tract macroscopic contents. 1visually sorted contents and estimated percent volume to the
nearest 5% based on hair for mammals (Kelly and Garton 1997) or other indigestible ma-
terial for other items. I selected a representative sample of hairs from each scat and
placed these on microscope slides inathin layer of polyurethane spray. Following room
temperature drying. I identified scat contents based on medulla and negative cuticle scale
patterns using guide books (Day 1966; Adorjan and Kolenosky 1969; Teerink 1991;
Jones et al. 2009) and a reference collection. Mammalian food items were categorized to
species when possible, except in the case of voles (Microtuspennsyl vanicust erraenovae
andAfl'Odesgapperi). which were grouped.O thercatego ries included birds. arthropods.
vegetation. and inorganic material.
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Various methods exist for diet quantification from scats, each providing somewhat
different information based on methodology (Ciucci I!/ al. 1996; Cumberland I!/ al. 200 1;
van Dijk I!/ al. 2007). Various methods of analysis provide information useful to assess
level of bias among methods. Weaver (1993) indicated thatdifferentialdi gestability
among food items results in overestimation of relative importance tor smaller prey items
and underestimation of their numbers based solely on percent volume. Conversion of scat
content data to estimate biomass may provide a more accurate assessment of diets than
relative occurrence. However, the disparity among age classes. especially of large ungu-
lates, can significantly skew biomass estimates when age of prey can not be determined
from hairs (Weaver 1993). Another drawback of estimating biomass of ingested food
from scats is the limitation of existing conversion equations to mammalian prey (Ciucci
l!/ al. 1996) .
1estimated dry weight of food items by location cluster and overall percentage of
occurrence in summer coyote diet. Items that occurred in trace amounts (i.e.. < 5%) were
excluded from calculations but reported as present in samples. Percentage of occurrence
(PO). calculated as
po ,(%)= i 'll,X 100 (van Dijk I!/ al. 2007)
where II, is the number of scats containing species i,has been shown high concordance
with actual ingested food items, but is still susceptible to the prey size bias (van Dijk er
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al. 2007). Ciucci et al. (1996) suggested that estimated dry weight (OW). calculated as
DW ,= % volnnte ,»; DW ".", .
is less affected by the prey size bias, butditferentiald igestibilityr emains a concern. The
combination of these two metrics provides more accurate qualitative information regard-
ing ingested food items.
A.3. Res ults and Discu ssinn
Global Positioning System location clusters were biased toward den sites. Eleven
of 18 location clusters were determined to be den sites based on f e1deviden ce.Samples
from seven of these sites included putative pup scats based on size and morphology
(Table A I). Feeding sites with remnants of large cervids were also identified, while all
other sites were not classified because evidence of other activity (e.g.• restin g. hunting.
and territorial defence) is time sensitive and requir es detailed observation beyond the
scope of this research.
Coyo tes inth c MBE exhibited a ge nera list diet typical of thc species . The variety
of food items identified from scats included large and small mammals. birds. insects. and
berries (Tahle AZ). Bird remains represent ed a higher proportion of the diet in these data
than previous analyses of autumn and winter diet (McGrath et al . 20 I0). Although indi-
vidual bird species were not identified in scat contents. ptarrnigan remains were specific -
ally noted at multip le sites. Plant matter. largely in the form of berries. also represents a
higher proportion of coyote diet in the summer. similar to other parts of eastern Canada
(Samson and Crete 1997; Patterson et al . 1998: Dumond ct al, 200 I ). The differences in
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rank order between percentage of occurrence and estimated dry weight (Table A2) reflect
differences in digestibility of food items. diversity of items within samples. size of indi-
vidual samples (Table A I). and prey size.
Significant interpretation is required to relate scat contents to diet and foraging be-
haviour. The presence of coyote hair and claws in scats is assumed to be a result of
grooming behaviour or inadvertent self-mutilation while restrained in a foot-hold trap.
Moose (Ala' s americanusi was likely consumed as carrion. although predation on moose
calves cannot be ruled out, Caribou may have been consumed either as carrion or a result
of predation; coyote predation on calves is known to occur (Tri ndade et al. 2011). All
other animals in the diet are assumed to be a result of direct predation. It should be noted
that larger prey items (i.e.• caribou and moose) are likely to occur in multiple scats over
time and each scat should not be considered equivalent to one animal consumed. As well.
some scats will contain multiple individuals of smaller prey species. Remains of smaller
prey in scats occur at a higher rate relative to consumed biomass and therefore may be
overrepresented in diet analyses without the incorporation of a correction factor (Floyd et
al. 1978;Weaver I(9 3).
Combining these ~ata with autumn and winter diet data collected by McGrath et
al. (2010) provides a more complete picture of coyote dietary niche in Newfoundland.
Still missing is the selection behaviour of coyotes in acquiring food items that would
provide greater insight to the implication of coyote predation asa contributor to caribou
populationd eclines acrossth e range of ecosystem conditions.l3i omass estimates of food
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items across the MBE supplemented to scat content data could provide the necessary in-
formation for investigating switching bchaviour as abundance of foods changes through
time (c.g.• Prugh 2005).
Whether coyotes are currently focusing on caribou as apreferredprcy species and
likely to contribute to further population declines is a matter of ecological and socio-eco-
nomic importance (Sutherland 20 10: Festa-Bianchet cta I.2 011). Generalist predators
that adapt to prcyavailability can have destabilizing effec ts on prey populations where
multiple alternative prey provide adequate food for predator subsistence (Fryxell and
Lundberg 1994). Research in Quebec indicated that changes in coyote diets through time
may be affected more by availability of preferred prey than simply by abundancc of spe-
cies consumed (Samson and Crete 1997). Predation on caribou may vary through time as
density of moose carrion and snowshoe hare (Lepus amcricanust changes. or current
coyote diets may be a result of thc decrease in caribou abundance. The full scope ofc f-
fects of coyote predation on caribou populations on the island of ewfoundland warrants
concern and requires additional research to determine how coyote prcy sclcction isaf-
fccted by changes in prey densities.
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Table A I. Summary of coyote scats collected during summer 2009 from GPS collar
location clusters in the Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of thc island of Ncwfoundland.
S itc l) pc ' 1iI t a l l) l")' Wc i~h t (~)
April
April feeding
May
May
May feeding
July
April
Julv
July
July
July
I Sample included putative pup scats. Determination was based on scat dimen sio ns and/or prese nce of pups at site
during sample col lection.
2 Numerous scats were mnalgamatcd within a sample: the actual number of scats is unkno wn ,
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Table A2. Coyote scat contents from the Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of the island of
Newfoundland collected July 2009.
Percen tage ofOccurrence Estimated Dry Weight Scats with onlyT race
Amoun ts «50/0volume) '
Binl s"p.
Vege tation!
Vole sp".
Squirrel
Coyo te'
Inorganic ma ter ial
Ce!","id s"" .
Anhropod s"" .
I Food items occurring in trace amounts were not included in calcul ations for percen tage o f
occurrence or es tima ted dry weight,
2 Mostly compo sed ofbc rrics and grasses .
\ Assumed to be a product ofgrooming behaviour or inadvert ent self-minilation whi le restrained
in a fool-h old trap.
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Figure A I . Locations of coyote GPS location clusters where scats were collected ( .)
during July 2009 in the Maritime Barrens Ecoreg ion of Newfo undland. The background
represe nts spatial predictions of relative use for adult female coyotes during summer from
a boosted regressio n tree model (Chapter 3). Blue and red colours represent predicted
areas of low and high coyote use, respec tively.
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APPENDIX B. GENERALIZED LINEAR MIXED-EFFECT MODELS
Table BI. Candidate generalized linear mixed-effect models to describe winter coyote
habitat in the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of the island of Newfoundland.
Usc- CovTyp+dRoad+dWalcr+Elcv+Slopc+As pccl+(YcarIID) 38 171.85
Usc-C ovT+dRoad+dWatcr+ Elcv+Slopc+Aspcct+(YcarIID) 3826 1.00
IJsc- Cov+dRoad+dWatcr +Elcv+Slopc+Aspcc t+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr+Aspcct+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr5ha+Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarllD)
Usc- Cov l'+dWalcr+ Elcv+Slopc+As pccl+(YcarIID)
Usc- Cov+dWalcr+ Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarIID)
Usc- CovT+dRoad+Elcv+Slopc+As pcct+(YcarIID)
10 Usc- Cov+dRoad+E!cv+Slopc+Aspccl+(Ycarllll j
Usc-Cov T+ Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarIID)
Usc-Co v+E lcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarIIDj
Usc- dRoad+dWalcr+ Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarIIIJ)
14 Usc- Elcv+Slopc+Aspccl+(YcarlllJ j
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWalcr+Elcv+(YcarIIDj
16 Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr+TCI+ (YcarlllJ )
17 Usc- CovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr+(YcarIID)
18 Usc-Co vTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+TC I+(YcarlllJ )
19 Usc- CovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr5ha+TCI+(YcarlllJ )
20 Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+TCI+(Ycarllll )
Usc- CovTyp+TC I+(YcarIID)
22 Usc-C ovTyp+(YcarllD)
23 Usc-C ov+(Ycarllll )
24 Usc- Cov'I'{ tYcurillr)
Usc- dRoad+dWatcr+(YcarIID)
26 Usc- CovTyp+Elcv+Slopc+Aspcct+(YcarllIJ)
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Table 132. Candidate generalized linear mixed-effect models to describe summer coyote
habitat in the central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of the island of Newfoundland.
Usc-Co vTyp+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spcct+(Ycarlll»
Usc- l:lcv+Slopc+!\ spcct+(YcarIID)
u sc-CovTyp+TC I+(YcarIID)
Usc-Co vT+ Elcv+Slopc+!\ spcct+(YcarIJD) 32706.57
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spccl+(Ycarlll» 35933.24
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spccl+(YcarIlD) 3596 1Jl4
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr5ha+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spcct+ (YearIID)
Usc-C ov·r+dRoad+dWatcr lha+Elcv+Slopc+!\s pcct+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ov+dRoad+ dWatcr Iha- Elev-rSlope-A spcct-t Ycar lll r)
10 Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+!\s pccl+(YcarIlD)
Usc-Cov·r+dRoad+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spcct+(Ycarlll»
Usc- Cov+dRoad+Elcv+Slopc+!\s pcct+(Ycarlll»
13 Usc-C ov+dWatcr lha+Elcv+Slopc+!\ spccl+(YcarIJD)
14 Usc-C ov+Elc\'+Slopc+!\ spcct+(YcarIID)
USl~dRoad+dWatcr l ha+E l c\'+S lopc+!\SpCcl+ ( YcarI I D )
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr llm+Elc\'+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+TC I+(Ycarlll»
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr+TC I+(YcarIJD)
19 Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr lha+(Ycarlll»
20 Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+dWatcr5ha+TCI+(YcarIID)
Usc-C ovTyp+dRoad+TC I+(Ycarlll»
22 Usc-C ovTyp+(YcarIJD)
23 Usc-C ovT+(YcarIJD)
24 Usc-C ov+(YcarIJD)
Usc- dRoad+dWatcr lha+(Yca rlll»
26 Usc-C ovT+dWatcr lha+Elcv+Slopc+!\s pcct+(YcarllD)
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APPEN DIX C. BHATTACH ARYYA'S AFF INITY MEAS URES O F INDI VID UAL
SPATIA L OVERL AP ACROSS SEAS ONS
Table C I. Bhattacharyya's Affinity values for overlap of seasonal kernel density
estimated utilization distributions for individual coyotes in the central Maritime Barrens
Ecoregiono fNe wfoundland.
Pooled Seasonal
II'"
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TabieC I (continued).
Ill '
"~c class"
143
l'oolcd Seasonal
\lA '
TableC l (cont inued).
Ill '
A~crlassh
216
Y
144
Puolcd Sease nal
8 ,\ '
TableCI (continued).
l'uuled Seasu na l
RA'
4 Females arc represented by 100 series identifiers: males arc represented by 200 series idcntilicrs.
hAgc class was dctcnnincd bascd on licld agcing tcchniqucs. lndividuals wcrc classilicd as cithcr plIp (P: < 1year
old), yearling (Y: ~ I and < 2 years old), or adult (A: ~ 2 years old) based on presumed birth dale ofA pril I.
"Bhattacharyyu's Allinity va)ucs wcrc calculatcd lor KDE or,\ intcr locations pooled across all years compared with
KIlE of summer locations pooled across all years lor each individual.
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Table C1. Summary statistics of Bhattacharyya's Affinity values measuring seasonal
overlap of coyote kernel density estimated utilization distribution by individual in the
central Maritime Barrens Ecoregion of Newfoundland.
Standard Devi-
ation
a Kernel density estimated utilization distributions (KDEs) wcrc cvuluatcd for ovcrlap ofscus onal pairs (i.e.. winter or
summer) across all year combinations by individual,
h KDEs wcrc cvaluatcu for overlap between consecutive seasons on ly by individuul.
~ All pair combinations of SC(lsOJUlI KDEs were evaluated for the entiremonitoring period by individual,
" Locations were pootcd by season across all years and overlap of pooled KDEswas cvaluatcdhy ind ividual.
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